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IF FATHER MICHAEL Pfleger could hijack a tourist bus to prove 
that Chicago is a tale of two cities—one where the North 
Side and Downtown look nothing like the West and the 
South sides—he would seize the opportunity. Instead of 
showing visitors around the Magnificent Mile, he’d be 
likely to take them to 79th Street and show them schools 
with broken windows, abandoned buildings and empty 
lots, as he recalled telling his churchgoers a couple of Sun-
days ago.
Pfleger, a longtime social activist and senior pastor at 
the Saint Sabina Community Church, was chosen as the 
guest speaker for Columbia’s African-American Heritage 
Month’s Feb. 3 kick-off event held in the 600 S. Michigan 
Ave. Building’s Ferguson Hall. 
During the program, Pfleger—who has been rec-
ognized for his participation in anti-drug and gun 
control campaigns, his involvement in the Black 
Lives Matter movement and his fight for educa-
tion reform and inclusiveness—was questioned by 
Joshua Short, a junior journalism major, who asked 
the crusading cleric about segregation and economic 
disparity in Chicago, the importance of voting and 
the need to stay true to oneself.
DEI committee announced, members 
from various backgrounds
THE DIVERSITY, EQUITY and Inclusion Com-
mittee—one of the newest Strategic Plan 
implementation committees—has been 
formed by President and CEO Kwang-Wu 
Kim, according to a Jan. 28 email from Kim 
to faculty and staff.
The committee includes 11 members and 
will be headed by Onye Ozuzu, interim dean 
of the School of Fine and Performing Arts.  It 
needs to look at the college on a systemic level 
of addressing discrimination, Kim said, as 
was stipulated in the Strategic Plan. He also 
mentioned that he has worked with a few of 
the members, but looks forward to meeting 
the group as a whole to further examine what 
the committee needs to achieve.
“I am excited about the committee getting 
started and hearing where the conversation 
goes,” Kim said. 
Kim said he hopes the committee will pull 
together a statement of commitment and 
value by the end of the semester.
» CAROLYN BRADLEY
CAMPUS REPORTER
» ANDREA SALCEDO-LLAUREDO
CAMPUS REPORTER
Pfleger tells  
tale of two cities
“It is a really wonderfully experienced and 
diverse group, so I think a lot of important 
things will come out of their discussions,” 
Kim said.
Kim said there is a lot of pushback from 
the college to the idea of a vice president 
of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion. He 
also noted that the college agreed it would 
form the committee to examine the best 
structure to advance the work of diversity 
on campus.
In an additional statement provided, Kim 
said the committee will aim to find the best 
infrastructure the college needs in order to 
support the core work, including a conversa-
tion around key staffing. He did not elaborate 
on why the search for a vice president of 
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion is delayed. 
The committee, which has yet to meet 
due to varying schedules, will focus on 
three goals: to participate in all Strategic 
Plan implementation committees, create 
a diversity statement for the college and 
develop a diversity strategy for training and 
education collegewide, as reported Dec. 7, 
2015, by The Chronicle.
“I was looking for different perspec-
tives on what is important in this con-
versation [and] for a majority of members 
whose statements indicated that they had 
experience in dealing with these issues 
at the systems level,” Kim said. SE
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Students and their parents often begrudge increases in student activity fees which pile on top of 
every other fee we empty our wallets for 
every semester. But students enrolled for 
the Fall 2016 Semester may actually get 
to enjoy—and see—the rewards of those 
extra dollars paid to the college. 
Student fees have remained relatively 
steady in years past at Columbia. Last 
February, the college saw hikes to U-pass 
and student health center fees, but only by 
about $20 and $2, respectively, while all 
other fees stayed pretty status quo.
However, the Student Government 
Association accepted a proposal from 
the Office of Student Success on Feb. 2 
that will boost student activity fees by 
$20 for full-time students and $10 for 
part-timers. 
This year’s student fee increases 
appear to be allocated more to original 
initiatives than those of years past. As 
reported in the story on Page 4, these 
increases are expected to go toward 
establishing specific student spaces to 
enable students to showcase their work 
on campus and host meetings and events.
In the article on Page 4, Vice 
President of Student Success Mark 
Kelly stressed the importance of pro-
viding these long-needed spaces for stu-
dents at a college known for its lack of a 
traditional campus architecture.
“Our highest priority is building a 
community and showcasing students’ 
bodies of work,” he said. “We want to 
activate these spaces to do that.” 
His statements rings true among 
Columbia’s most artistic and collabora-
tive students. We are told at collegewide 
events like Convocation and during our 
many class sessions, that networking 
is of the utmost importance in the cre-
ative fields Columbia represents, but a 
tour around campus shows many of the 
spaces we already have are set up more 
appropriately to facilitate a study hall 
in silence than a student organization 
meeting or student-organized art gallery. 
Some of the spaces we already use 
also seem to go without many visitors. 
Many of them go unnoticed or under 
advertised—even the basement space in 
the 600 S. Michigan Ave. Building doesn’t 
ring a bell among many students in their 
senior year. 
Perhaps one of the more exciting 
aspects of this news, though, is the 
reminder that all of these student activ-
ity fees and the future rearrangements 
of many existing spaces are done with 
the upcoming Student Center in mind. 
While the college will now reevaluate 
the necessity of increasing or con-
tinuing fee amounts every two years 
instead of three years as established by 
the SGA and Student Life, doing so will 
at the very least enable the college to do 
what’s necessary to carry out plans for 
the Student Center, scheduled for com-
pletion in late 2018. 
Ideally, though, the need to continue 
raising student fees every two years 
after the building is standing tall will 
become a thing of the past. Columbia 
students have long been seeking more 
workable student spaces, but they 
shouldn’t be expected to fund them 
entirely when many colleges through-
out the country already tout attractive 
and comfortable student spaces. 
As many students often say, the 
college currently offers couches and 
tables in hallways, next to classrooms 
or in other areas that do not allow for as 
much productivity or collaboration as 
spaces specifically dedicated to student 
networking opportunities. 
The college’s higher-ups should keep 
this in mind as they allocate funding 
toward additional and reimagined  
student spaces.
» KYRA SENESE   
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
 ksenese@chroniclemail.com
EDITOR’S NOTE
Student fees likely to yield better 
student collaboration, productivity
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“I wanted to go somewhere that let me 
make films,” Jur said. “I was only interested 
in making films right away.”
Amato, however, said he ended up 
going to film school because he was not 
drafted to join the army and saw the 1973 
film “Scarecrow” with Al Pacino and 
realized film 
was his calling. 
He told the 
audience that 
when he was a 
student in the 
then-Film and 
Photog raphy 
D e p a r t m e n t 
housed in an 
old warehouse 
on Lake Shore 
Drive and Ohio 
Street, he felt like an “outlaw” for going to 
an unaccredited college at the time.
Jur said he worked on feature films at 
the start of his career but always contin-
ued to shoot film for himself. Amato said 
he was only interested in making movies, 
reminiscing on the first film he sold, “First 
Time Felon,” which he wrote after becom-
ing inspired by an article he read in The 
New York Times.
Amato said the story was about a guy 
from the neighborhood that he grew 
up in who got convicted and had the 
choice to either go to prison or go to boot 
camp, adding that inspiration can come 
from anywhere. 
THEY ONCE SCRAPED paint off the then-new 
Columbia 600 S. Michigan Ave. Building 
as a summer job to earn extra cash. Later, 
they became successful filmmakers in 
their industries.
Len Amato, a 1975 alumnus and one 
of the newest additions to the college’s 
board of trustees and president of HBO 
Films, and Jeff Jur, a 1976 alumnus and 
award-winning director of photography, 
visited Columbia to reminisce on their 
college days with current students.
The event, held Feb. 5 at Film Row 
Cinema at 1104 S. Wabash Ave., opened 
with a booming montage of iconic scenes 
from HBO Films and a heartbreaking, 
emotional trailer for the 2015 film “Bessie.”
Amato then emerged from behind the 
curtain, playfully bowing with a slight grin 
on his face as students chuckled, followed 
by a modestly smiling Jur. 
Leading the conversation, Ron Falzone, 
an associate professor in the Cinema Art + 
Science Department, interviewed the two 
filmmakers about everything from their 
worst jobs growing up to the fast-chang-
ing film industry. Amato and Jur talked 
to students about their work including 
“Dexter,” “Dirty Dancing” and “My Big Fat 
Greek Wedding.”
Reflecting on his time at Columbia, Jur 
said the college was exactly what he needed 
after high school.
Father Pfleger spoke to students on identity and Chicago politics » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia
» matt carlton 
CAMPUS REPORTER
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Columbia 
welcomes home
alumni filmmakers 
During a Q&A portion of the conver-
sation, students asked Amato about 
how to find success in the industry and 
whether that required moving to Los 
Angeles or having an agent. After joking 
that the answer to success would cost 
the students a steep fee of $25, Amato 
answered honestly. 
» PHOTOS EVAN BELL/CHRONICLE
Whitney Williams, a junior cinema art + science major, asked the speakers what actions they took in 
their career to get them to where they are today.
“You either catch a break or you don’t 
catch a break,” Amato said. “If you don’t 
strike gold when you’re young, then after a 
certain point, it is all a matter of how long 
you can hang in there and believe in what 
you’re doing.” 
mcarlton@chroniclemail.com
Ron Falzone, an associate 
professor in the Cinema Art 
+Science Department
Len Amato, president of HBO Films, 
gave students advice on the film 
industry at Film Row Cinema at the 
1104 S. Wabash Building.
CAMPUS
M u s i c  D e p a r t m e n t  E v e n t s  
Wednesday February 10 
Wednesday Noon Guitar Concert Series*  12:00 pm 
Sonic Hedgehog Workshop & Recording Session* 12:00 pm 
Friday February 12 
Sonic Hedgehog in Concert    7:30 pm 
Saturday February 13 
Unexpected Consequences Conference 10:00 am - 5:30 pm 
 with Sonic Hedgehog* 
* Events marked with an asterisk do not give Recital Attendance credit
The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago 
1014 S. Michigan Avenue
CAMPUS
THE STUDENT ACTIVITY fee will 
increase up to $20 for the Fall 
2016 Semester, resulting in more 
student spaces to showcase  work 
and hold events.
With a unanimous vote, the 
Student Government Association 
approved the Office of Student 
Success’ proposal Feb. 2 to 
increase the per-semester stu-
dent activity fees, which support 
student programs, events and 
exhibitions, from $100 to $120 for 
full-time students and from $50 to 
$60 for part-time students.
“If students want more, it costs 
more,” said Mark Kelly, vice pres-
ident of Student Success. “We are 
incredibly good stewards of those 
precious funds and making this 
a compelling student experience 
beyond the classroom.”
The increased fees could raise 
the overall student activity fee bud-
get by about $226,000, according to 
the proposal. The budget had been 
affected by cuts necessitated by the 
declining enrollment at the college.
Kelly said some of the funding 
will be used to operate five spaces 
and initiatives to better show-
case student work and create a 
sense of community, including 
the A + D Leviton Gallery, C101, 
Film Row Cinema, Wabash Arts 
Corridor, Papermaker’s Garden, 
Sculpture Garden and the Book and 
Paper Center.
The Papermaker’s Garden will 
be relocated to share space with 
the Sculpture Garden at the corner 
of Wabash Avenue and 11th Street 
as the college makes room for the 
new Student Center.
“Our highest priority is building 
a community and showcasing stu-
dents’ bodies of work,” Kelly said. 
Subject to an agreement with 
Student Life and SGA, the college 
will reassess the need to increase 
or maintain the fee every two years 
instead of the previous three years. 
Kelly said this agreement will 
allow the college to make any nec-
essary changes to the fee after the 
Student Center’s expected com-
pletion in the Fall 2018 Semester.
Approximately 40 percent of 
the additional funds will be dis-
tributed to student organizations 
and leaders, and 50 percent to the 
Department of Exhibitions and 
Performance, Student Spaces 
and ShopColumbia, according to 
the proposal. 
Erika Kooda, SGA’s executive 
vice president of communica-
tions and junior radio and busi-
ness & entrepreneurship double 
major, said SGA considered the 
financial strain of attending 
Columbia before approving 
the proposal.
“We are students, too,” Kooda 
said. “We totally understand. 
When I first heard they wanted 
to raise the fee, I was like ‘there 
better be a good reason,’ and there 
definitely is.”
Ayrika Craig, a senior advertis-
ing major and community direc-
tor for the Student Organizations 
Council, said organizations con-
tinue to grow in size and new ones 
are created daily. 
“Students [who] are mad about 
paying more money don’t realize 
all the resources here on cam-
pus,” Craig said. “[Students] are 
going to get all of that money 
back—whether it is through the 
experiences, the free food [or] 
networking with people.”
» LAUREN KOSTIUK 
CAMPUS EDITOR
Student activity fee hikes 
brings new life to campus
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»ZOË HAWORTH/CHRONICLE
»SOURCE/STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE PROPOSAL 
20%
 Off
w/ student I.D.
Try our specials!
Use Promo code “20offwaffles” for discounts.
Healthy breakfast (2*2*2)  
Two eggs any style, two strips of turkey 
bacon with two pecan pancakes with 
bananas on top.... $4.99
Student discout does not 
apply to specials
And many more!
Ham Steak and Eggs - $3.99
Chicken + Bacon Waffle - $3.99
Adress:  1400 s. Michigan Ave
Phone:  (312) 854-8572
Vist us online:  www.chicagowaffles.com
CAMPUS
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APPLY FOR 
2016–2017 FINANCIAL AID 
VISIT COLUM.EDU/FAFSA FOR THE COMPLETE  
THREE-STEP PROCESS DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION FAQS
WHEN: DURING THE 
MONTH OF FEBRUARY.
WHEN: BEGINNING JAN. 1,  
SO SUBMIT YOUR FAFSA TODAY!
WHEN: 30 DAYS AFTER FILING 
YOUR TAXES ELECTRONICALLY.
3 UPDATING...1 SUBMIT 2
colum.edu/sfs @ColumbiaSFS
SUBMIT YOUR FAFSA ONLINE 
AT WWW.FAFSA.GOV
FILE YOUR 2015 TAXES 
ELECTRONICALLY WITH THE IRS
UPDATE YOUR FAFSA ONLINE WITH 
THE IRS DATA RETRIEVAL TOOL
If you won’t have your taxes filed by this 
time, use estimated income figures to 
submit your FAFSA. Submitting your 2016–
2017 FAFSA by Feb. 1 will allow you to:
• Receive your 2016–2017 Financial Aid 
Award Letter by April 2016.
• Get a head start on completing 
Columbia scholarship applications. 
Deadlines for completed applications 
begin Feb. 1.
To learn about tax incentives and free tax 
preparation services for which you may be 
eligible, visit colum.edu/becomemoneysmart 
and click “Tax Incentive Information.” 
Completing your 2015 taxes during February 
will allow you to:
• Update your FAFSA with your actual tax 
figures using the IRS Data Retrieval Tool.
Log on to www.fafsa.gov to make FAFSA 
corrections. Using the IRS Data Retrieval Tool 
will allow you to:
• Reduce the number of potential errors 
on your FAFSA for a more accurate  
2016–2017 Financial Aid Award Letter. 
• Create an accurate financial plan for 
2016–2017 in a timely manner.
• Avoid the need to submit tax documents 
if selected for verification.
HE ALWAYS  
LOVED HER  
GAZPACHO.VERGE
WOMENONTHE
OF  
A
BREAKDOWN
NERVOUS
BOOK BY JEFFREY LANE 
MUSIC AND LYRICS   
BY DAVID YAZBEK
BASED ON THE FILM BY  
PEDRO ALMODÓVAR
PERFORMANCES
WED, FEB 10, 6:30pm, THU, FEB 11, 7:30pm 
FRI, FEB 12, 7:30pm, SAT, FEB 13, 7:00pm 
WED, FEB 17, 7:30pm, THU, FEB 18, 7:30pm 
FRI, FEB 19, 7:30pm, SAT, FEB 20, 2:00pm
TICKETS
Free with Columbia College Chicago ID 
$15 General Admission 
$5 Senior Citizens and students of other schools.  
Purchase tickets online at tickets.colum.edu
WOMEN ON THE VERGE OF A NERVOUS BREAKDOWN is presented 
through special arrangement with Music Theatre International (MTI).
All authorized performance materials are also supplied by MTI. 421 
West 54th Street, New York, NY  10019, Phone: 212-541-4684    
Fax: 212-397-4684. www.MTIShows.com
FEBRUARY 10–20, 2016
A NEW MUSICAL
DIRECTOR AMY UHL
MUSIC DIRECTION MICHAEL KAISH
CHOREOGRAPHY COURTNEY RING
GETZ THEATRE
72 E 11TH STREET
colum.edu/theatre
CAMPUS
» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
Darryl Holliday joined the Citizens 
Police Data Project, which focuses 
on collecting and translating police 
documents, in August 2015.
 2011 JOURNALISM ALUMNUS Darryl 
Holliday won a $400,000 grant 
Jan. 26 from the Knight Founda-
tion and the creators of the Knight 
News Challenge.
The grant will fund the Citizens 
Police Data Project, which is 
focused on collecting and decoding 
police documents to provide a new 
transparency model for the city. 
The plan, a product of the 
Invisible Institute partnership 
with the University of Chicago 
Law School and Mandel Legal 
Aid Clinic, also focuses on 
uncovering misconduct and fil-
ing lawsuits to facilitate the city’s 
information disclosure. 
“The goal is to increasingly 
make these tools and information 
not just public, but accessible and 
usable,” Holliday said.
Decoding police documents from 
the Chicago Police Department 
and the Independent Police 
Review Authority is no easy task, 
Holliday said. Before making the 
information usable and readable 
for journalists and the general pub-
lic, he and his five  team members 
work hard to translate it.
“[The information] looks like a 
lot of numbers, and they don’t tell 
you anything,” Holliday said. “You 
need a key. You need to know what 
certain terms mean.” 
Holliday said his two years 
working as a metro reporter for 
The Chronicle and the college’s 
journalism faculty prepared 
him to co-run the City Bureau of 
Illustrated Press, a multimedia 
project that tells non-fiction sto-
ries through comic illustration, 
and to become the Citizens Police 
Data Project producer.
“Most of what I’m doing can 
be traced back to the time spent 
at The Chronicle,” Holliday said. 
“Bringing in professors who are 
working journalists while they’re 
teaching is invaluable.”
Suzanne McBride, interim 
chair of the Communication and 
Media Innovation Department, 
said she was thrilled to learn that 
Holliday won one of the largest, 
most prestigious grants the Knight 
Foundation awards.
“[The project] underscores the 
kind of issue we want and hope 
our students and alumni  focus on,” 
McBride said. “We want stories of 
all kinds to be told. We want our 
graduates to be the storytellers of 
tomorrow, and Darryl certainly 
fits into that mold.” 
The application for the grant 
became available Sept. 8, 2015, and 
applicants had until Sept. 30, 2015, 
to file their submissions, which 
a team of independent reviewers 
and the foundation then analyzed-
for two months.
Nina Zenni, a program associ-
ate with the Knight Foundation’s 
Media Innovation Team, said the 
project won the news challenge 
grant because it uses digital media 
and data to empower communities 
and strengthen democracies.  
Zenni also said the foundation 
received 1,065 applications in 
2015, the most applications it has 
received since they launched the 
Knight News Challenge in the fall 
of 2006.  The central focus of the 
challenge was data and how peo-
ple can use, learn from and unlock 
it to create better information, 
Zenni said.
The project also aims to use 
the grant to expand and develop 
a database with new records and 
a fellowship program that would 
bring together experienced jour-
nalists interested in reporting on 
police issues in Chicago. Part of 
these funds would be allocated 
to cover members’ salaries and 
housing, Holliday said. 
Holliday said he wants to see 
more journalists turn to databases 
to gather information and begin 
building a database network.
“There’s no way we could have 
foreseen how chaotic and deep 
the policing issues [in Chicago] 
would run right now,” Holliday 
said. “The database came at a 
time when people were ready and 
demanding information.”
» ANDREA SALCEDO LLAURADO 
CAMPUS REPORTER
Alumnus awarded prestigious 
grant for police data collection 
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Phillip Cooley, a 2000 cinema art + science alumnus and entrepreneur, is on a mission to strengthen the 
city of Detroit.
Cooley’s experience in Detroit ranges 
from being a janitor at a rock ‘n’ roll motor-
cycle club to being part of the mayor’s advi-
sory task force for the city’s master plan. 
He said he believes in the revitalization of 
the city and letting people’s voices be heard.
Cooley relocated to Detroit in 2002 and 
is the co-owner of Slows Bar BQ, which 
opened in September 2005. He thinks sim-
ilar innovative culinary businesses help 
Detroit. The Chronicle spoke with Cooley 
to discuss how his background in the arts 
» CAROLYN BRADLEY 
CAMPUS REPORTER
 cbradley@chroniclemail.com
Alum helps bring Detroit back
led him to his work today of revitalizing 
his hometown.
THE CHRONICLE: What was your expe-
rience like in Chicago?
PHILLIP COOLEY: I started at DePaul 
University studying entrepreneurship. I 
worked in kitchens because I have always 
wanted to be a restaurateur. I was not enjoy-
ing my studies at the business program I was 
in. I ended up switching to film school [at 
Columbia] in 1997 after a year at DePaul. I 
ended up loving the arts, and culinary arts 
are just one of them. It was secondary to 
the other things taking over my life, like 
building and design in the culinary arts. 
I design a lot of spaces, so for me film was 
about movement and color and line. A lot 
of these things are applicable to food and 
to architecture and design. After traveling 
the world and meeting people, I realized the 
life I wanted to lead, and Detroit suddenly 
became the right city for me at 24 years old.
What drew you to activism?
In Detroit, I do not think it is an option for 
me. I am engaged here because it is a city 
that allows it and demands it. When you 
see an empty park across the street with 
knee-high grass, you can complain about 
it or you can try to make a difference. A lot 
of us would rather try to make a difference. 
Would you say the culinary arts are a 
strong tool to strengthen Detroit? 
It is one of the many ways we are doing it. 
We are seeing a lot of growth, and we need 
it. We need jobs, we need tax base and we 
need density. These things are happening 
and we play one role in that. [Neither]
Slows, nor any other restaurant, is going to 
save the city or the neighborhood, but if we 
do not have people participating, where do 
you start? We are lucky to be a part of it. 
Why is it your mission to help Detroit 
thrive again?
Detroit drew me on its own because it is 
such a unique, beautiful city. The possibil-
ities here are beautiful. I was attracted to 
the people and the arts here. I love living 
here because it is a democratic, affordable 
place. I am interested in finding more cul-
turally diverse, democratic spaces and less 
homogenized places. That is Detroit to me, 
and hopefully it will stay that way. 
Phillip Cooley, co-owner of Slows Bar 
BQ, said he thinks the culinary arts can 
help rejuvenate the city of Detroit.
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CAMPUS
OVER
60%
SOLD!
TO RSVP CONTACT:
312.313.5398 · TheGuild@atproperties.com
HOMEBUYER ’S SEMINAR
Complementary home buying and mortgage consultation for anyone considering
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fair trade businesses and institu-
tions selling or promoting fair trade 
in the country.
“Chicago is an epicenter of fair 
trade,” Bissell-Cordova said.
Last month, CFT organized a 
summit for students from across 
Chicago who are interested in 
bringing fair trade products to their 
colleges and universities. More 
than a dozen students turned out, 
according to Cupp, who attended 
the summit. 
“Columbia is a great place for 
[fair trade],” Cupp said. “Everyone 
[on campus] wants to fight for 
something. This club is a place for 
[fair trade advocacy].”
Elizabeth Shorrock, an assistant 
professor in the Fashion Studies 
Department and faculty advisor 
for the group, said she wants more 
students to think about fashion 
from an ethical perspective.
“You should care about the 
food you eat and what you wear,” 
Shorrock said. “It doesn’t make 
sense to live in isolation, not think-
ing about the social impact.”
Bissell-Cordova said the current 
generation of global citizens under-
stands the impact they have when 
they advocate for issues.
“When students demand more 
fair trade products, businesses and 
education institutions listen and 
respond,” Bissell-Cordova said.
Turner said she wants to 
immerse herself into fashion but 
is appalled by the environmental 
harm created by the industry.
“Knowing I could focus on sus-
tainable fashion helped me to fight 
to [improve the industry], not run 
away from those problems,” Turner 
said. “I want to see more ethical 
business courses offered to stu-
dents in the fashion program.”
Turner said the cost of “fast fash-
ion” is kept low by a process that 
hampers workers rights.
“[Clothes is] cheap because com-
panies pay people low wages to work 
long hours,” Turner said. 
“What is their life worth?”
THREE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
in Fashion Studies programs are 
forming an organization that will 
aim to make Columbia a “Fair 
Trade College.” 
The group is part of a citywide 
student coalition working to build 
individual and institutional buy-in 
for fair trade products such as cof-
fee, chocolate and apparel. 
The students, senior Jill Nobis, 
junior Katie Turner, and sopho-
more Olivia Cupp, said their goal 
is for Columbia’s bookstore and 
food service venues to purchase 
products from sources with the 
highest labor and environmental 
sustainability standards. 
“Food and clothing are two of 
the largest markets in the world; 
why choose something that didn’t 
take labor standards into account?” 
Nobis asked. “Students should care 
about human lives and the planet.”
The “Fair Trade College” status 
is granted by the national orga-
nization Fair Trade Campaigns, 
according to Nobis. 
The requirements include host-
ing educational events, forming 
a campus committee, working 
to ensure meetings and campus 
events use fair trade products and 
working with school officials to 
pass a resolution in support of fair 
trade, according to Fair Trade 
Campaigns’ website.
In the U.S, 30 universities and 
colleges are fair trade certified, 
while another 139 groups are run-
ning active campaigns on campus, 
according to Nobis.
The demand for fair trade prod-
ucts is building steadily as more 
people access information about 
ethical buying choices, according 
to Katherine Bissell-Cordova, the 
director of the advocacy coali-
tion Chicago Fair Trade. She said 
Chicago has the largest number of 
»  MARTÍN XAVI MACÍAS 
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A new student group wants fair trade products, like tea, chocolate and coffee, 
sold at Columbia food stalls, such as the one located at 623 S. Wabash Ave.
New Student Group Wants 
“Fair Trade” Status For College
NOW ON SALE! FEBRUARY 9–21
Tickets available at all Broadway In Chicago Box Offices and Ticketmaster retail locations. Groups 10+: 312-977-1710
800-775-2000 •
CAMPUS
THE DEAD SHIPS—a garage rock 
band based in Los Angeles con-
sisting of cinema art + science 
alumnus Devlin McCluskey 
and his bandmates Christopher 
Spindelilus and Alex Moore—
will play at Coachella 2016 April 
16 and April 23.
In the three years since the 
band officially formed, The Dead 
Ships has already released five 
EPs and played at festivals in-
cluding prestigious South by 
Southwest. McCluskey said the 
band draws much inspiration 
from groups like Modest Mouse, 
Broken Social Scene and Neutral 
Milk Hotel.
The Chronicle spoke with 
McCluskey about his time at 
Columbia, The Dead Ships’ 
early days and his work with 
“America’s Next Top Model.”
THE CHRONICLE: What was 
your time at Columbia like?
DEVLIN MCCLUSKEY: I went 
to Columbia for four years from 
2003-2007 but didn’t end up 
graduating. I think I just need 
to take public speaking [to get 
my degree]. I took a semester in 
Los Angeles, but at the end of the 
summer I got a job transcribing 
interviews on “America’s Next 
Top Model,” and then that job 
turned into another job and all 
these things kept happening. I 
have been out here for like eight 
years, expecting to go back, but I 
just keep getting other gigs.
How did the band form?
I have been playing music for a 
long time. In college, I used to do 
open mics and things like that, 
but I never really had a band. I 
have just always been writing 
songs since I was 15 years old. 
One of the jobs I had [in Los An-
geles] was working in postpro-
duction and I overheard this guy 
[Spindelilus] talking about how 
he just bought a drum set. He did 
not really know how to play it, but 
he was looking for someone to 
play with. So I just ran over to him 
and was telling him that I have all 
these songs and that we should 
try this out. I think he was taken 
aback by me bum-rushing him.
How were your first shows?
There are so many venues in [Los 
Angeles]; there were so many 
opportunities to play. There are 
six that I can walk to. I thought 
it was going to be really hard to 
try and book a show at some of 
these places, but it really wasn’t. 
We put out an EP and from that 
we were just able to start playing 
all these shows.
How did you land the Coach-
ella performance?
We haven’t had a booking agent 
and we haven’t had a record la-
bel—things that big bands had 
and that would let us get on a big 
festival. For us it was just about 
writing good music and playing a 
really good live show. Coachella 
wasn’t really on our radar at all. 
The head of Goldenvoice sent 
out a bunch of [talent agents] to 
try and get their opinions on who 
some of their favorite smaller 
bands were. We were on some of 
those lists and now we’re on. It’s 
still pretty mind-blowing to me.
What is next for The Dead 
Ships after Coachella?
It feels like it is snowballing right 
now. We have Coachella, we’re 
going on tour. We’re just going to 
see where it goes.
» MATT CARLTON 
CAMPUS REPORTER
FEATURED ARTIST: Alum’s  
band heads to Coachella
 mcarlton@chroniclemail.com
» Courtesy THE DEAD SHIPS
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The Dead Ships are playing at Coachella and SXSW this year. They are set to 
play on April 16 and April 23 and the band’s SXSW set is yet to be announced.
Tickets available at all Broadway In Chicago Box Offices and Ticketmaster retail locations. Groups 10+: 312-977-1710
 | 800-775-2000 |
FEBRUARY 23 – MARCH 6
A New Musical From the Pulitzer Prize 
and Tony Award-winning creators of Next to Normal
“A THOROUGHLY FASCINATING, INTELLECTUALLY 
AND MUSICALLY RICH NEW MUSICAL.”
– Chris Jones, Chicago Tribune
“When I hear on the nightly 
news ‘American unemployment 
is down to 5 percent,’” Pfleger said, 
clapping his hands sarcastically, 
“it tells me I don’t live in America 
because in Englewood and Auburn 
Gresham it’s 25 or 35 percent.”
The Q&A, organized by the 
Office of African-American 
Cultural Affairs and the Black 
Student Union, launched a series 
of contemporary lectures called 
“Impact: The Untold Story” that 
will bring influential speakers 
to campus throughout February 
to introduce students, faculty 
and staff to passionate ideas 
and concepts.
Brooke Thomas, a senior busi-
ness & entrepreneurship major 
and president of BSU, said she 
invited Pf leger to be kickoff 
speaker because of his media pres-
ence and public speaking skills.
Thomas said it is important to 
look up to people who, like Pfleger, 
lead by example.
Kimberly Weatherly, director of 
the Office of Multicultural Affairs, 
Pfleger said America will not 
achieve its potential until it has 
the courage to deal with the racial 
issue, which stand at the root of 
its problems.
He also highlighted the impor-
tance of political education, which 
directly influences voter turnout 
because when people know their 
candidates and are not persuaded 
by polls, pastors or editorials, they 
can make better decisions.
Protests are important, but they 
are only the first step toward solu-
tions, Pfleger said, adding that if 
people do not educate themselves 
and go out and vote, protests 
are useless.
He also advised the audience—
mostly Columbia students—to 
believe in their passion and stop 
trying to fit the mainstream.
“You’re better off being poor in a 
studio and being true to yourself 
than being in some nice house, 
[having] sold  your soul out and 
[then] someday you look into the 
mirror and say, ‘What the hell hap-
pened to me?’” Pfleger said.
CAMPUS
said “impact” speakers should 
represent varying ethnicities, 
religions and identities.
“We thought with all the work 
that Father Pfleger does, he would 
be the obvious choice,” Weatherly 
said. “He is definitely a representa-
tive of doing Christian work, and it 
doesn’t matter what color.”
This is an idea Pfleger shared 
by detailing his experiences as 
a white man living in a predom-
inantly black neighborhood on 
Chicago’s South Side for 40 years.
Pfleger said he is not shocked 
when people say he lives amid 
the “illness of the city” because 
Chicago is one of the most seg-
regated cities in the country, but 
he said he finds it racist when 
people ask him what it is like 
to be a white priest living in a 
black community.
“That’s a real racist question 
because there’s always been 
white people in the black commu-
nity—there [are] police, teachers 
[and] store owners,” Pfleger said. 
“The real question [is] what is it 
like to be a black person in an 
all-white community?”  asalcedo@chroniclemail.com
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DEI, FROM FRONT   
Ozuzu, who has a diverse back-
ground in performing arts, said the 
committee members have studied 
concept, theory and ideology of 
diversity from various perspectives.
“People can look at the history of 
organizations attempting to find 
ways to look at the fact that the 
community may not serve everyone 
equitably,” Ozuzu said.
Brooke Thomas, a senior busi-
ness & entrepreneurship major 
and president of the Black Student 
Union, said Kim asked her to join 
the committee because of her lead-
ership on campus.
“I wanted to join because of the 
title,” Thomas said.  “Diversity; we 
are a diverse school; equity: every-
one is equal in my eyes; and inclu-
sion: everyone needs to be included.”
Ramona Gupta, coordinator of 
Asian-American Cultural Affairs, 
said she hopes to align the goals 
with those of Multicultural Affairs. 
“It is a student-serving office,” she 
said. “That is part of the reason 
student experience is  important.” 
 cbradley@chroniclemail.com
Committee Members
Peter Carpenter, associate professor, acting chair, 
Dance Department
Ramona Gupta, coordinator, Asian American 
Cultural Affairs, Multicultural Affairs Office
Luther Hughes, senior, creative writing major; 
Student Government Association president
Jeff Howard, college advisor, College Advising 
Center
Elio Leturia, associate professor, Communication 
and Media Innovation Department
Kathleen Loftus, Lecturer, Education Department
Onye Ozuzu, committee chair; interim dean, School 
of Fine & Performing Arts
Janet Pena-Davis, adjunct professor, Television 
Department
Matthew Shenoda, associate professor, Creative 
Writing Department
Brooke Thomas, senior business & entrepre-
neurship major; Black Student Union president
Fo Wilson, associate professor, Art & Art History 
Department
DELILAH’S
2771 N. Lincoln * (773) 472-2771
PUNK ROCK
MONDAYS
$1 American Beer
$2 Jim Beam
Free Pool !!!
Twist & Shout DJ Bailey Dee
The 2nd Tuesday of Every Month
Ten percent of the additional funds 
will be distributed to fitness, athletics 
and recreation at the college, according to 
the proposal.
Mark Brticevich, coordinator of fitness, 
athletics and recreation, said the student 
activity fee funds everything the depart-
ment does, such as coordinating programs 
and gym hours. The increase will allow 
the department to make up for a loss in 
enrollment, which resulted in a reduction 
in funding. 
He also said a large part of the bud-
get supports student workers in the 
department, who received a city-wide lkostiuk@chroniclemail.com
FEE, FROM PAGE 4   
CAMPUS
minimum wage increase for the 2015–2016 
academic year. 
“Getting this increase will at least stop the 
bleeding [of limited funds],” Brticevich said.
Kelly said he hopes the new funds will 
encourage more students to join organi-
zations and that more spaces will become 
accessible for students to show off their work 
regardless of their major. 
“Students come here [for] the experi-
ence beyond the classroom,” Kelly said. 
“Columbia is not just a collection of classes 
and curriculum; it is an experience, and 
the student activity fee brings that 
to life.”
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“It’s like how you make music because 
you hear people making the music you love,” 
Porter said. “Especially people like Harris 
Wittels and all of his work on podcasts was 
very influential to me.”
It was recently announced that the 
upcoming limited season of “Gilmore Girls” 
is set to premiere on Netflix, but Adejuyigbe 
said he is relieved the television series has a 
set number of episodes so he will not always 
be known as a “Gilmore Guy.”
“That’s always been the comfort for 
me,” Adejuyigbe said. “I don’t want to 
do a podcast that is so focused on some-
one else’s media for the rest of my life. If 
‘Gilmore Girls’ is still going on—that’d be 
so stressful.”
The live performance of the Gilmore 
Guys podcast at Thalia Hall is also part 
of the Chicago venue’s recent high-profile 
reputation as one of the city’s go-to venues 
for live comedy—like the recent 12-day res-
idency featuring Dave Chappelle.
Jake Samuels, talent buyer for Thalia 
Hall, said the choice to include the pod-
cast’s live performance was a no-brainer.
“We’re fans of the podcast, and try to 
present shows we think are unique or 
interesting,” Samuels said in an emailed 
statement. “Gilmore Guys was a total fit 
for our audience at Thalia Hall, and we 
can’t wait for the shows.”
Porter said he is excited to take the show 
to Chicago.
“We’re grateful for the opportunity to 
do [live shows],” Porter said. “Not every 
podcast is afforded this, and to take it on the 
road and perform for everybody is terrific.”
IF YOU’RE OUT on the road feeling lonely and 
so cold, all you have to do is turn on your 
iTunes subscription to Gilmore Guys and 
they’ll be there.
Gilmore Guys, which will perform live at 
Thalia Hall, 1807 S. Allport St., on March 6, 
is a podcast hosted by comedians Kevin T. 
Porter and Demi Adejuyigbe. The co-hosts 
dig deep into all things Stars Hollow. 
Porter, a longtime fan of “Gilmore Girls,” 
and Adejuyigbe, a newcomer to the series, 
came up with the two-episodes-a-week 
show as a joke on Twitter when Porter 
heard about the television show’s Netflix 
streaming premiere in October 2014.
“When Netflix announced they were get-
ting all of the streaming rights to the reruns, 
I thought it would be a fun idea to revisit 
it in podcast form,” Porter said. “I put out 
a tweet—half joking, half not—saying, ‘I 
want to put out a podcast called Gilmore 
Guys, who wants to co-host?’”
Adejuyigbe ultimately responded to 
Porter’s offer and a week after that tweet, 
Gilmore Guys was born.
The idea behind the podcast is simple. 
Each episode consists of in-depth gab ses-
sions about “Gilmore Girls” episodes in 
the order the episodes ran, starting from 
the pilot.
Adejuyigbe, who gives more of a new-
comer’s perspective to the series, said it is 
sometimes hard for him to fully immerse 
himself in the series because he has to 
take a more analytical approach, rather 
than binge-watching as most people with 
a Netflix subscription would do.
“There’s a part of me that will never 
really know for sure how much I truly 
enjoy ‘Gilmore Girls’ because it feels like 
it’s always an experiment and I can’t watch 
ahead without it being something I’m 
looking at it critically,” Adejuyigbe said. 
“However, I am truly enjoying it. Every 
episode I watch, it’s not like I come away 
saying, ‘Ugh, I can’t believe I have to keep 
doing this.’”
Art+Activism getting young voters to the polls. » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia
Gilmore Guys is part of a growing trend 
of niche comedy podcasts. Porter said his 
love of podcasts like U Talkin’ U2 To Me 
and Analyze Phish—a show in which come-
dians Scott Aukerman and the late Harris 
Wittels discussed the band Phish from a 
die-hard fan and newcomer’s perspective—
helped shape the type of show he ultimately 
wanted to make.
» SPENCER HALL  
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
 shall@chroniclemail.com
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‘Gilmore Guys’ to 
gab at Thalia Hall
Gilmore Guys features a range of guests including cast members from the TV series “Gilmore Girls.”
» PHOTOS COURTESY OF GILMORE GUYS
Demi Adejuyigbe and Kevin T. Porter gab about all things “Gilmore” on their two-episodes-a-week podcast, Gilmore Guys on Headgum Podcast Network.
ARTS & CULTURE
ARTS & CULTURE
» JACOB WITTICH 
MANAGING EDITOR
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» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE
Tom May, singer and 
guitarist of The Menzing-
ers, performed during the 
band's show at The Metro 
on Nov. 20.
» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE
Adam Roth, vocalist  and gui-
tarist of alternative rock band 
Grizfolk, performed with the 
band at Lincoln Hall on Feb. 3.
With the 58th annual Grammy Awards just a week away, Grammy fever is at an all-time 
high. Everyone from music industry 
professionals to news outlets like Rolling 
Stone and Billboard is weighing in on who 
deserves a win at the Feb. 15 ceremony.
In a Feb. 4 Billboard article, titled 
"Confessions of a Grammy Voter: Industry 
Heavyweights Share Their Predictions 
— and Gripes," a pair of Grammy voters 
anonymously revealed their thoughts on 
the Grammy voting process, shedding 
light on—unsurprisingly—a series of 
flaws surrounding music's biggest night.
The first voter—a 30-something male 
R&B and pop songwriter-producer who's 
voted in the Grammys for 17 years—con-
fessed a number of shortcomings in 
the voting process. Most notably, he 
admitted that the voting committee 
lacks diversity, revealed that music does 
not matter as much to Grammy voters 
as does an artist's advocacy for and 
involvement with the Recording Academy 
and lamented that categories like R&B 
are excluded from the main show.
The second voter—a 50-something 
male artist/manager and Grammy 
voter of 15 years—echoed many of 
the first voter's concerns, empha-
sizing a need for Grammy reform.
According to the first voter, the voting 
bloc is "too white, too old and too male." 
Although he admits that it has improved 
in terms of diversity in the past four years, 
he says there is "still a long way to go."
Diversity issues are not exclusive to 
the Grammys. Amid criticism over a 
nearly all-white roster of actor nomi-
nees for the 2016 Oscars ceremony, the 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 
Sciences announced a long-term plan 
to ensure diversity among its leaders 
and voting members by the year 2020.
The Recording Academy should follow 
suit and take responsibility for improving 
the diversity of its leadership and voting 
members by developing a similar plan.
The exclusion of R&B from the main 
show is an insult to black musicians who 
predominantly created and influenced 
the genre. Usually the category's awards 
are presented during the pre-show, 
which could stem from the lack of diver-
sity within the Recording Academy.
This is troublesome, however, when 
taking into consideration that R&B/
hip-hop artist LL Cool J will host the 
show for the fifth consecutive year 
and R&B/hip-hop artists like Miguel, 
John Legend and even Stevie Wonder 
are frequently invited to perform. 
The mostly-white Recording Academy 
is quick to invite diverse artists to 
entertain during their ceremonies 
but fails to appropriately and equally 
recognize their achievements by 
awarding them during the main show.
In the Billboard article, the second 
Grammy voter confesses that younger 
people in the industry are under-repre-
sented in the Grammys. This is problem-
atic, as the music industry has evolved 
immensely in recent years, especially 
with the rise of streaming services like 
Spotify and YouTube. Older voters are out 
of touch with the current music industry 
because it is almost entirely different 
from the one in which they participated.
To accurately represent the current 
state of music and properly recognize 
talent that is deserving, it is necessary 
that the Recording Academy induct 
more diverse voters, including younger 
ones to keep up with music trends.
 jwittich@chroniclemail.com
New Grammys ceremony, 
same diversity issues
FROM THE FRONT ROW
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SUBMIT YOUR WORK!
+ Open to all Columbia students and alumni
+ Two and three-dimensional work is accepted
+ Must be miniature ! 8”x8”x8” or smaller
HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR WORK
+ Visit facebook.com/shopcolumbia and follow the post 
to the submission form page
+ Additional submission guidelines will be listed
Deadline for Submissions
February 18, 2016
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Cold Weather Company can be like a cozy sweater with its soothing alternative folk indie music, but 
it’s not a clothing manufacturer. However, 
it did offer copies of its 2015 debut album, 
Somewhere New, in exchange for winter 
coats to donate to a local homeless shelter.
The independent New Jersey-based trio, 
whose members met at Rutgers University, 
formed in 2013  and is working on its second 
album, scheduled to release in the middle 
of 2016. “Wide-Eyed,” the first single off 
the yet-untitled album, dropped Jan. 6 and 
has more than 8,000 plays on Soundcloud.
The ambitious band also works as its own 
marketing team, enjoying the freedoms of 
having no record label. Steve Shimchick 
on piano and vocals, Brian Curry on guitar 
and vocals and Jeff Petescia on guitar and 
vocals make up the group, and they all write 
their own songs. The band announced its 
11-day Bluebird to Blueridge Tour through-
out the Northeast, which is scheduled to 
begin Feb. 18.
The Chronicle spoke with the band about 
its debut album’s success, its upcoming tour 
and the qualities that make the band unique.
THE CHRONICLE: What is the story 
behind your band name?
STEVE SHIMCHICK: We formed closer 
to winter, so that was a big influence. Our 
music always had a nature-y folk feel to it. 
That’s where the “Cold Weather” came from.
BRIAN CURRY: Steve is the happy dude 
in the band. Jeff and I, we’re not necessar-
ily sad people, but we have always had a 
seasonal side, so the idea of “Company” is 
the idea of warming you up when it’s cold 
outside and making you happy. We felt like 
that was what we wanted the band to rep-
resent. It has a double meaning, although 
some people like to think we are a company 
that makes cold weather.
“Wide-Eyed” is the first single off your 
upcoming second album. What’s next?
BC: I think we are working more on writing 
everything together. With the first album, 
we brought a lot of songs in from before we 
were a band. We are a lot more collaborative 
with this album. I think we are coming into 
our own sound more this time around and 
making it all sound like a more cohesive effort. 
How does being independent benefit 
your music?
BC: We record everything ourselves. We 
don’t have to pay for studio time so we don’t 
have to worry about doing things super fast. 
The benefit [is] we get recordings we might 
be more proud of, but the drawback is we tend 
to take a little longer to come up with some-
thing we are happy with. It’s a no-pressure 
environment so we have to create [a] deadline 
for ourselves. We like to have creative control 
over everything we are doing. We are lucky 
in that we are a little media market team as 
well. I do the posters and photos, and friends 
helps us out with videos. Jeff keeps an eye on 
the finances so we don’t get dumb with money. 
Steve loves social media and so together we 
[record] the music and promote it.
Any plans to come to Chicago?
SS: We actually went out to Chicago last 
year. We had our Daytrotter session and 
played a show the day after St. Patrick’s Day 
at Livewire. We would like to have a better 
experience in Chicago—not that it was bad. 
We enjoyed seeing the Cloud Gate—the big 
shining mirror ball.
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI 
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Cold Weather 
Company’s 
single propels 
trio’s new tour
» Courtesy COLD WEATHER COMPANY
» LAUREN KOSTIUK 
CAMPUS EDITOR
“Here Comes the Sun”                       The Beatles
“Higher Ground” Stevie Wonder
“Your Song” Elton John
“re: Stacks” Bon Iver
“Send Me On My Way” Rusted Root
“Ready to Run” One Direction
“Knee Socks” Arctic Monkeys
“Paradise” Lana Del Rey
“Party in a Forest (Where’s Laura?)” The Wombats
“Sunset Blvd.” Emblem3
“Winters Love” Animal Collective
“End of the Season” The Kinks
“Season Cycle” XTC
“Memories of Home” Umphrey’s McGee
“Spring Song” Mongo Santamaria
“The Girl” City and Colour
“Peaches” In The Valley Below
“Kansas City” The New Basement Tapes
“First” Cold War Kids
“Hero” Family of the Year
» ETHAN STOCKING-ANDERSON 
OPERATIONS COORDINATOR
» ZOË HAWORTH 
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
» ZOË EITEL 
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Cold Weather Company is an alternative indie trio based in New Jersey that prides itself on being 
independent. The band is scheduled to start its Bluebird to Blueridge tour on Feb. 18 through Feb. 28.
audiofi le
 aparrella@chroniclemail.com
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attention from their Kickstarter 
campaign made people take 
their project more seriously.
“We went from being these 
like weirdos with a crazy idea 
to like, ‘Oh, this actually has 
some legs,’” Unger said.
M-F : 8:30am-5:30pm
SAT: 8:30am-5pm
230 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago, IL 
Offering the “gift” of photography. Photographic headquarters since 1899—  Our “117th year”
312-427-5580 800-421-1899
 Additional  
5%  Discount 
For students, 
teachers and 
faculty on most supplies
 
24 HOUR FAX
Fax: 312-427-1898
www.centralcamera.com
Near Jackson Blvd.
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Alumnus illuminates 
Wabash el tracks
our brains, it was tough for us to 
shake it.”
Through Kickstarter, Newell 
and Unger raised more than 
$59,000 for the project, exceeding 
their goal of $55,000.
“[We want to] engage as many 
people in the process as possi-
ble,” Unger said. “We want to try 
and make it feel like the people 
of Chicago, the people of the U.S. 
[and] the people of the world, are 
interested and feel ownership.”
Unger and Newell said the 
WABASH AVENUE IS home to a pleth-
ora of restaurants, shops and, not 
least, Columbia’s campus. Very 
little sunshine pierces through 
the gloomy elevated tracks that 
span the street, but they have just 
brightened up considerably with 
the addition of bands of colorful, 
interactive LED lights, thanks to 
a crowdsourced public art project.
The first phase of “The Wabash 
Lights” installation project, a beta 
test, was completed Feb. 4. The 
project consists of four 12-foot-
long LED light sections mounted 
beneath the tracks between 
Monroe and Adams streets. 
Creators Jack Newell, a 2004 
Columbia film + video alumnus, 
and Seth Unger hope to eventually 
extend the lighting along Wabash.
Newell and Unger said their 
project’s mission is to encourage 
public interaction by having peo-
ple from all over—students, res-
idents and tourists—participate 
in the display’s funding.
“Usually in public art, there 
aren’t members of the public 
invited into the funding, the art 
side or any part of it,” Newell said. 
We’re trying to think of a different 
way to approach public art.”
Newell and Unger met in 2004 
at a Second City improv class and 
soon became close friends because 
of their artistic backgrounds. 
As their friendship grew, they 
hatched the idea of the lighting and 
began collaborating.
“We are both people who, when 
we want to do something, don’t 
just say we want to do it—we try 
to make it happen,” Unger said. 
“Once we got this idea stuck in 
» GRETCHEN STERBA  
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The Wabash Lights, located between Monroe and Adams Streets, were flipped on for their beta light test on Feb. 4.
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Females in comedy industry 
tackle sexual harassment
“Having discussions face to face 
is a great way to gain knowledge 
and resources,” she said.
Morris Hoffer, one of the edu-
cators on the panel, shared her 
excitement to see this conversa-
tion finally happening.
“Often the most silent allies 
don’t know what role to play and 
are worried about taking a stand,” 
Morris Hoffer said. “People who 
stand up are doing something 
really scary and need support to 
stand with them.”
ARTS & CULTURE
nonprofit organization whose 
mission is to bring women in 
comedy together through pro-
fessional opportunities, said the 
movement, dubbed with hashtags 
like #WomenInComedy and 
#MadFunnyWomen on social 
media, is one way people can work 
toward changing the cultural 
norm of sexual harassment.
“We are trying to act as a facil-
itator to helping people create 
change,” Nones said.
Sabatier and Nones wanted to 
host a blackout to raise aware-
ness and boycott local theaters 
on behalf of people who have left 
the industry because they were 
hurt by someone in it, and did not 
feel they had a choice but to leave. 
Sabatier planned to hold the 
boycott on Feb.1, but after much 
debate and backlash from local 
comedy groups including iO’s 
improv jam who did not want the 
boycott to detract from their show, 
the group moved the event to Jan. 
31 and changed it to a panel discus-
sion hosted by Women in Comedy, 
one of many to come, Nones said.
Sabatier said the event was too 
important to cancel and even if it 
was compromised, it was a discus-
sion worth having.
The public panel was held at the 
Laugh Factory, 3175 N. Broadway, 
and featured eight female Chicago 
comedians and harassment educa-
tors speaking about the treatment 
of women in the community and 
solutions to fix the problems. 
With all the heightened energy 
and backlash surrounding the 
topic, Nones said the panel was a 
good way to defuse it and focus on 
a common goal. 
WHEN CAROLINE SABATIER went to 
the police to report her harass-
ment by a male authority figure 
from her improv group, she did not 
receive much help. The Chicago 
comedian realized she needed to 
take matters into her own hands, 
and started publicly discussing 
the issue no one wanted to talk 
about—female sexual harassment 
in the comedy community. 
Sabatier joined other local 
female comics in telling their 
stories about being sexually and 
verbally harassed in the com-
edy workplace. Sabatier said the 
offenders are often the same men 
who have not received any admon-
ishment because no one wants to 
bring the issue to light.
“I got to the point where I was 
very frustrated because everyone 
knows [about the harassments] 
and I don’t know why nothing has 
been done,” Sabatier said.
The police did not follow her 
case, but Sabatier said she learned 
she has nothing to be afraid of 
in sharing her story. Now, the 
female comedic community has 
legal support. Kaethe Morris 
Hoffer, executive director of the 
Chicago Alliance Against Sexual 
Exploitation, is supporting the 
movement to discuss harassment.
“The primary work that needs 
to be done is inside that commu-
nity to articulate the standards 
they want to have for themselves,” 
Morris Hoffer said. 
The law exists to offer a plat-
form to create these standards for 
workplaces, she said, and CAASE 
helps those who have experienced 
sexual assault violation.
Victoria Elena Nones, executive 
director of Women in Comedy, a 
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI  
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Female comedians and assault educators were part of a panel Jan. 31 at The 
Laugh Factory, 3175 N. Broadway and discussed solutions to harassment. 
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1. Arriving at City Hall and looking around, individuals carried posters to 
fight for their children and teachers.  2. Antonio Dyson and Jared Steverson 
chant at Daley Plaza with fellow students, teachers, and CTU members. 
3. Lamon Reccord and Antonio Dyson stopped a CTA bus heading toward 
LaSalle Street to take over the streets and protest alongside CTU. 4.The 
Chicago Teachers Union marched east down Congress Parkway.  5. The 
Chicago Teachers Union convened on Congress Parkway and LaSalle 
Street, before marching to City Hall.  6. CTU President Karen Lewis 
encouraged fellow members marching on Bank of America.
2
3
Chicago Teachers Union mem-bers and supporters alike protested in the South Loop Feb. 4 in response to both 
educational and fiscal policies they view 
as destructive.
The reasons for the march, which 
began at the Bank of America 135 S. 
LaSalle St., and ended at the intersec-
tion of Clark and Washington streets, 
included alleged “toxic swaps” from 
the bank that CTU says are costing the 
union approximately $1.2 billion; the 
union and Chicago Public Schools failing 
to reach on a new contract agreement; 
and the subsequent layoffs of more 
than 1,000 Chicago teachers, according 
to several CTU press releases.
Signs and chants criticizing CPS, 
Mayor Rahm Emanuel and Gov. Bruce 
Rauner—who recently suggested a 
state takeover of the city’s schools—
filled the streets. CTU president Karen 
Lewis  spoke about the need to draw 
attention to the teachers’ issues with 
the district and big banks.
“We need to put our priorities into 
perspective,” Lewis said at the protest. 
“The people that gain the most out of 
our system being in financial chaos are 
[the banks]. That’s why we’re down 
here. We have to make a choice in this 
city—the banks or the schools.”
mbennett@chroniclemail.com
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Community Lecture & Student Workshop
The Department of American Sign Language Presents
Thurs. Feb 18 / 7pm - 9pm
1104 S. Wabash, Film Row
General Admission: $10.00 / $5.00 (Students w/ ID)
Fri. Feb 19 / 10am - 12pm
33 E. Congress room 403
Legacy of Jim Crow: Uncovering the 
Treasure of Black ASL
Performing Sociolinguistic 
Analysis of Black ASL
Free for all students. Seats limited to 25. Please RSVP with 
Nina Campbell at ncampbell@colum.edu by Feb 17th
colum.edu/asl
An overview of a historical and linguistic study of Black ASL with respect to school
history, generational differences, and language differences. Deaf African-American
informants were interviewed in the southern U.S. states which had separate
schools or departments for Black deaf children during the segregation period.
Researchers of Black ASL have identified the geographical and social factors that
foster the development and maintenance of Black ASL and provided a description
of the phonological, morphological, syntactic, and discourse features that make
Black ASL recognizable as a distinct variety of ASL.
Participants will be given a behind the scenes look at the development of 
Black ASL project to understand how the linguistic analyses were done to
capture the linguistic features of Black ASL. Participants are encouraged
to engage in an interactive activity to plan a mock project to study each
linguistic feature assigned by a workshop presenter. The presenter will
explain how his research team planned and performed their analyses of
Black ASL linguistic features.
Columbia Students: FREE!
Dr. 
*Reception immediately following.
By participating in the Joseph Hill lecture, part of the proceeds from this
event go to the Michael Fryzlewicz Scholarship in ASL-English 
Interpretation at Columbia College Chicago.
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meCHECK         OUT WHAT IS YOUR BIGGEST FASHION REGRET?
Isaac Jundt  
junior journalism major
“When I was in the first grade, I 
had bleached blond bangs.”
Jessica Rosen  
junior business & entrepreneurship major
“All throughout middle school, I 
wore dresses over jeans.”
“I went to a private middle school 
that forced us to wear these ugly 
collared shirts.”
Ehi Ike  
senior creative writing major
» PHOTOS BY SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE
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Students, faculty, and staff
Void Friday - Sunday
15% OFF
Mon - Thurs
1150 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60605
312.583.9940
Gelato · Espresso · Desserts · Soup · Salads · Sandwiches · Burgers · Wraps
Breakfast · Lunch · Dinner · After Theater · Fine Wines · Great Spirits  · Espresso
412 S. MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60605
312.939.7855
WE DELIVER!
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Zoolander.com
Screening passes valid strictly for Columbia College 
Chicago students with a valid student ID, staff, and 
faculty only and are distributed at the discretion of the 
promotional partner. Those that have received a screening 
pass or promotional prize within the last 90 days are not 
eligible.*No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited or 
restricted by law. Please refer to screening passes for all 
other restrictions. Paramount Pictures, all promo partners 
and their affiliates accept no responsibility or liability in 
connection with any loss or accident incurred in connection 
with use of a ticket. Participating sponsors, their employees 
& family members and their agencies are not eligible. This 
film is rated PG-13 for “Crude and sexual content, a scene 
of exaggerated violence, and brief strong language.”
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Hot Sugar performed at Schubas Tavern on Feb. 3, lighting up the room with his 
blend of natural and electronic sounds.
Schubas Tavern, 3159 N. Southport 
Ave., on Feb. 3.
Hot Sugar is a New York City 
native known for using organic 
sounds, such as the clashing of 
bones as percussion, to balance 
out his quirky electronic beats. 
By incorporating real-life sounds 
throughout his songs, which feel 
as if they could melt together, Hot 
Sugar creates an atmosphere that 
even an electronic dance music 
critic would enjoy.
Opening for Hot Sugar was a 
lineup of local DJs, including the 
rebellious Fee Lion, who sang bal-
lads to rock songs and the lacklus-
ter Edamame, whose absence of 
energy and forgettable beats failed 
to hype up Koenig’s show.
Hot Sugar made a lasting 
impression on the crowd, how-
ever, which swayed side to side 
with eyes closed to feel the soft, 
electronic sounds fueling the 
movement of their bodies.
Koenig wore a white T-shirt 
with an elevated globe of the Earth 
on it and fitted black jeans. He 
stood alone on the stage, accom-
panied only by his transparent 
electric guitar, synthesizer and 
laptop, which he played through-
out his 50-minute set.
Koenig’s set included tracks 
from his latest album, Seductive 
Nightmares 2, as well as others 
from his discography. “Leverage,” 
a track from his 2012 EP MiDi 
Murder, became a crowd favorite 
when remixed as an electronic 
instrumental track.
Fueled with aurally pleasing, 
high-pitched background noises 
and a classic EDM bass drop that 
kept the midsize venue thumping, 
his rendition of “Leverage” had the 
crowd feeling lively.
Koenig also threw it back to his 
2014 EP, Seductive Nightmares, by 
playing the 4-minute track “Your 
Nails Look So Pretty,” which 
THE AUDIENCE ROARED as it inched 
closer to the stage to see Hot 
Sugar opening his set by shred-
ding on his guitar. His eyes rolled 
into the back of his head as he 
moved toward the crowd. 
The artist, whose real name 
is Nick Koenig, performed at 
» GRETCHEN STERBA  
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Hot Sugar leaves 
Schubas in high spirits
» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE
merged classical sounds like a 
piano melody with slow, melan-
choly beats and airy, almost inau-
dible vocals.
Inspired by the venue’s intimate 
size and the mood of the crowd, 
Koenig improvised and created a 
contemporary love ballad on the 
spot using his synthesizer.
“This is a very small, intimate, 
romantic crowd, so I want to do 
something special for you guys,” 
he said.
He also joked when he played 
the slow-jam tune, “The Girl Who 
Stole My Tamagotchi.” 
“This is a song I don’t usually play 
in front of anyone, but tonight I 
might,” Koenig said. 
The song has more than 580,000 
streams on Spotify, and fans regard 
it as one of his most beautiful songs.
Victor Kipnis, a fan of Hot 
Sugar’s for years, admires the art-
ist’s authentic and organic sounds.
“He’s untrained and can do any-
thing to create real, associative 
music,” Kipnis said.
(312) 850-1234
CALL TO ASK ABOUT OUR CURRENT LEASING SPECIAL
Now Leasing For
2016-2017!
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older than Simpson was at the 
time. Mostly he seems, not inap-
propriately, tired and out of sorts, 
loathe to confront or commit. As 
the drama is configured, Simpson 
is, if not beside the point, less than 
central to the action.
Although Toobin feels that Clark 
and Darden undid their own case 
and that the defense was con-
ducted cynically, the book is deep 
enough that most of the players 
involved seem at least human 
and get credit where it’s due. The 
exception is Shapiro, treated as 
mainly concerned with his own 
power and prestige and appre-
ciation. With his dyed hair and 
prosthetic eyebrows, Travolta as 
Shapiro seems not quite of this 
Earth. It is the least natural per-
formance in the series.
The big, pleasurable cast 
includes Robert Morse as 
Dominick Dunne, Connie Britton 
as Nicole’s exploitative friend 
Faye Resnick, Malcolm Jamal-
Warner as A.C. Cowlings, Rob 
Morrow as DNA expert Barry 
Scheck, Larry King as Larry 
King and David Schwimmer 
C o l l e g e  H o u s i n g
•	 Fully	furnished	2	and	3	
bedroom	apartments
•	 Private	bedrooms	available
•	 All	utilities	included	
(Wi-Fi,	cable,	heat,	A/C,	electricity)
•	 FREE	laundry
•	 Starting	at	$849	
per	monthly	installment
•	 Apply	online	at		
theflatsstudenthousing.com
•	 Phone:	312.939.0112	
•	 Email:	theflats@eastwest.edu
Call	today	and	ask	how	you	can	receive	½ month Free.
Discounted	Service	Fee:	Was	$450,	Now only $200!
829	S	Wabash	Ave	Chicago,	IL	60605	
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‘The People v. O.J. Simpson’ focuses on the lawyering
“The People v. O.J. Simpson” follows the murder trial of O.J. Simpson, who was 
acquitted of the murder of his wife Nicole Brown Simpson and Ron Goldman.
Carson in a biopic and a conceited 
football player in “Jerry Maguire,” 
takes the title role in “The People v. 
O.J. Simpson,” with John Travolta 
and Courtney B. Vance as his law-
yers Robert Shapiro and Johnnie 
Cochran, respectively.
Sarah Paulson and Sterling 
K. Brown portray prosecuting 
attorneys Marcia Clark and 
Christopher Darden.
Last year was the 20th anni-
versary of the trial, which some 
will remember watching unfold, 
gavel to gavel, numbingly long but 
not lacking for real and manu-
factured drama. Its sensational 
elements and celebrity defendant 
got it nicknamed the “Trial of the 
Century” in a century that also 
included the Scopes Monkey 
Trial and the trials of Sacco and 
Vanzetti, Adolf Eichmann, the 
Chicago 7 and the policemen who 
beat Rodney King. 
A King-related montage opens 
the series, a then-fresh memory 
that influenced how the district 
attorney’s office handled the 
Simpson case and many people 
interpreted its facts, and its “facts.”
The 10-episode series, of which 
six were made available for review, 
premiered Feb. 2 and is based on 
the book “The Run of His Life” by 
New Yorker writer Jeffrey Toobin, 
who specializes in legal issues and 
was once a prosecutor. His focus 
is less on the crime than the law-
yers and their lawyering, and “The 
People v. O.J. Simpson” is similarly 
inclined. Toobin thinks Simpson 
is guilty, and though the series 
doesn’t say so explicitly, it feels 
sympathetic to that reading.
Gooding’s Simpson remains 
something of a cipher—he has to 
play him as someone who might 
or might not have done it—and 
beyond the occasional cheek-
twitch, he doesn’t attempt even a 
rough impression of the NFL Hall 
of Famer’s person or manner.
Gooding is the wrong size, his 
voice is raspier and thinner, and 
though he’s the right age, he looks 
TO INAUGURATE HIS latest antholo-
gy series, “American Crime Story,” 
Ryan Murphy (“American Horror 
Story,” “Glee”) chose to make a 
miniseries about the O.J. Simp-
son trial—the first O.J. Simpson 
trial, when the former football 
star was charged in the killings 
of his wife, Nicole, and her friend 
Ron Goldman.
Cuba Gooding Jr., who played 
presidential hopeful Dr. Ben 
» ROBERT LLOYD 
LOS ANGELES TIMES
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as Robert Kardashian, Simpson’s 
best friend and the father of Kim 
and Khloe and so on. 
“We are Kardashians and, in this 
family, being a good person and 
a loyal person is more important 
than being famous; fame is fleeting, 
it’s hollow,” Kardashian tells his 
children.
The show was developed 
by Scott Alexander and Larry 
Karaszewski, whose earlier 
adapted-from-life screenplays 
include “The People vs. Larry 
Flynt,” “Man on the Moon” and 
the Margaret Keane biopic “Big 
Unger said he and Newell will 
partner with BucketFeet, a Chicago 
company that customizes sneakers 
with designs inspired by local art-
ists, to showcase some of the artists’ 
work on the Wabash Lights.
The creators are also talking to 
teachers who plan to use the lights 
in their art education curriculum. 
They will discuss concepts relating 
Eyes.” They and their fellow writ-
ers do a good job getting the infor-
mation out, without making the 
dialogue too obviously expository; 
it happens at times, but it almost 
can’t be helped.
As producer and sometimes 
director, Murphy keeps the 
production pretty level-headed—
most of the time.
When F. Lee Bailey, played 
by Nathan Lane, quizzes Det. 
Mark Fuhrman, played by 
Steven Pasquale, about his use 
of the N-word, the camera rock-
ets back and forth and in and out 
as if it has just discovered itself 
to be alive. But this is really an 
exception; significant looks 
and pregnant pauses are more 
 the rule.
If you are new to this bit of 
history, so new that the “bloody 
glove” and “slow-speed chase” 
mean nothing to you, “The People 
v. O.J. Simpson” will tell you some 
of what you need to know, and not 
everything in it will be 100 per-
cent true. But it will get you part 
of the way there, far enough to 
remind you that there is always 
further to go, heading toward a 
truth that’s always at least a hair 
out of reach.
ARTS & CULTURE
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The Wabash Lights project lights spice up the el tracks along on Wabash Avenue 
and Adams Street.
to public art to expose students to 
telling stories with a digital canvas.
Alderman Brendan Reilly (42nd 
Ward) recently expressed support 
for the Wabash Lights project in 
Unger and Newell’s press release 
on Feb. 1.
“The Wabash Lights is a collision 
of cutting-edge LED technology and 
public art for the purpose of enhanc-
ing the aesthetic and cultural expe-
rience on Wabash,” Reilly said.
Now, Unger and Newell have 
to raise $5 million in five years to 
complete the project.
“Many have Many have voiced 
their support,” Unger said. “Many 
have pledged their support with 
their dollars. Now it’s scaling  up 
to get some of these bigger play-
ers in the door and help us reach 
our goal.”
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Sarah Paulsen, plays prosecutor Marcia Clark in the FX show: “American Crime 
Story: People v. O.J. Simpson,” which premiered Tuesday Feb. 2.
» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE
» Courtesy RAY MICKSHAW
Video: “Donald 
Trump on the 
O’Reilly Factor” 
Blog: “Hunted 
Interior”
“You owe me milkshakes,” said Bill 
O’Reilly in a one-on-one interview 
with Donald Trump. Trump, no 
stranger to the spotlight of come-
dic YouTube videos—“You Can’t 
Stump the Trump (Volume 4),” 
anyone?—has unintentionally been 
the subject of one of his own, and 
on broadcast TV no less. The clip 
tells you the types of milkshakes 
Trump enjoys.
Decor, crafts and designs, oh my! 
Designer Kristin Jackson, who 
founded “Hunted Interior,” the inte-
rior design and craft blog in 2011, 
stated her goal for creating the blog 
was to “inspire readers on hunting 
for their own style and how to ac-
complish it on any budget.” Because 
of her blog, Jackson has collaborat-
ed with companies like Target and 
Better Homes and Gardens.
Have a workspace:
When I really have to get down to busi-
ness at home, I sit at the kitchen ta-
ble. It lets me compartmentalize work 
from play. The couch is where we en-
tertain, my bed is for comfort, but the 
kitchen table is for work.
Make lists:
If I have a lot on my plate for the day, 
lists give a hierarchy of tasks to com-
plete. Sometimes they’re not in order 
of importance, but it gives a physical 
reminder of what needs to happen. 
Write things down:
This is a little broader. I carry a note-
book around for ideas and general 
things I’ll want to remember later. It’s 
usually a short word or sentence that 
will come across at an inconvenient 
time. This way, the inspiration isn’t 
completely lost and you can build on to 
things later.
Turn it off:
I often have the TV on in my apart-
ment. Background noise can be help-
ful, but not when it draws you in and 
conflicts with your tasks. Your paper is 
going to take a lot longer if you’re also 
trying to keep up with a plot.
Buy a planner:
If you have a lot of commitments, it’s 
easy to lose track of them. Planners al-
low you to think ahead but also micro-
manage your present. Writing down 
important dates adds physically to the 
sentiment and you’re less likely to for-
get them. 
»BRITTANY BROWN
MULTIMEDIA REPORTER
It’s over:
I’m sure most people at some stage in life 
have experienced a breakup, and break-
ing up with someone or getting broken 
up with sucks.  It’s part of the game and 
it is inevitable.
Rebound:
Let me break this down: A rebound is a 
person you date and or engage with im-
mediately after your breakup from your 
significant other. You don’t really like 
them that way, but you will tolerate them 
as long as you can to fill the emptiness 
you feel inside.
Confusion:
Is it me or do you absolutely hate when 
someone hits you with the “It’s not you, 
it’s me,” line?  What do you mean it’s not 
me?  If it is not me why the hell are you 
breaking up with me, jerk?  Don’t tell 
anyone, but I’ve used that one a few times 
myself—it works if you want a quick and 
easy getaway.
“Let’s be friends”:
The other line that makes me want 
to pull all of my hair out is “I think we 
should be friends” Um, hello, I thought 
we were friends; that’s why I agreed to 
be more than friends with you in the first 
place, you idiot. 
Eventual relief:
Have you ever had those, “Thank God 
it’s over” breakups? I have and it’s the 
best feeling in the world to be done with 
someone your mother told you to avoid 
your whole life.  Go kick rocks with an 
open-toe sandal. 
» JESSICA SCOTT
MULTIMEDIA EDITOR
Drinking coffee:
I’ve been drinking coffee ever since my 
great-grandfather let me sneak a sip of 
his at 5 years old. After that experience, 
coffee and I have been married and it 
looks like no divorce is in sight. Yes, I 
know some people love tea, but I want 
you to know my tea is coffee!
Listening to Chris Brown:
Growing up, I wasn’t allowed to listen to 
any other music genre besides gospel. 
Then, my cousins ended up letting me 
hear Chris Brown’s new song at the time, 
“Run It!” I was immediately hooked on 
his voice, style and, as we say today, his 
“swag.” Everything about him is on fleek. 
 Watching LeBron James:
I’ve been watching LeBron for 10 years. 
Throughout the years, he’s shown me 
how to be unselfish no matter your sta-
tus and to never stop pushing toward 
your dreams. 
 Growing as a person:
One trait I admire seeing in people is the 
ability to grow and adapt no matter what. 
This was something instilled in me at 
an early age, and I now have the will to 
keep learning because I want to be one 
of the best. I have learned that you can’t 
get anywhere if you stay the same. The 
process of transitioning along with the 
unfamiliar is your friend.
 Staying in my faith:
I’m around many people every day who 
have different faiths. I’ve realized that it 
isn’t about your faith but your knowledge 
to know we all need guidance every day.
» CHRIS SHUTTLESWORTH
MULTIMEDIA REPORTER
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“CLEAN UP” BY 
TOWKIO FT. CHANCE 
THE RAPPER
“ADOBE CAPTURE”
“UBER’S” 
REBRANDING
Adobe Capture mixes the convenience 
of phone cameras with the artistic ele-
ments one comes to find from all Ado-
be software. The app allows users to 
take photos or take previously taken 
photos and identify the exact Pantone 
colors that are present in the picture. 
Not to mention, things you do on “Cap-
ture” can be synced with other creative 
cloud software like Photoshop.
“Uber’s” rebranding means an unfa-
miliar app icon for most, but its big 
news for many Columbia design stu-
dents considering CEO Travis Kalan-
ick headed the redesign personally, re-
fusing to rely on his team of designers. 
The main logo mark seems a bit cryp-
tic, but the addition of unique colors 
and patterns across Uber’s 65 coun-
tries is a welcomed update from the 
black and silver luxury service style.
APP
APP
» ALEXANDER AGHAYERE 
SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER
» MITCH STOMNER 
GRAPHIC DESIGNER
“CHELSEA DOES”
“YOU ON KAZOO”
In the four-part series, comedian Chel-
sea Handler “does” marriage, Silicon 
Valley, racism and drugs. In my favor-
ite episode, Handler experiments with 
different drugs and takes a trip to Peru 
to try ayahuasca, a psychodelic. While 
that episode was interesting, the rac-
ism episode failed when she said she 
does not think she’s being offensive if 
she’s offensive to all groups. 
This video, which I am pretty sure is 
from a weird ‘90s TV series, recent-
ly went viral and for good reason. The 
video features a kid who really, really 
loves kazoos. He is pretty good at play-
ing the kazoo as well. He also has a lot of 
cool friends that dance to kazoo music 
with him. Although the original video 
is great, I would definitely recommend 
checking out the trap remix if you are a 
real Kazoo Kid fan. 
SCREEN
SCREEN
» ARABELLA BRECK 
OPINIONS EDITOR
» ARABELLA BRECK 
OPINIONS  EDITOR
SONGS FROM 
“GREASE LIVE!”
While I’ll admit I was not able to watch 
Fox’s Jan. 31 premiere  of “Grease Live!,” 
Internet articles and YouTube clips 
recapped the highlights of the show 
for my listening pleasure. Overall, the 
cast’s vocals were on point, and Vanes-
sa Hudgens should be given an award 
for pulling off an incredible Rizzo even 
after finding out her father passed away 
shortly before the performance. 
Chicago rapper Towkio collaborated 
with Chicago native Chance The Rap-
per Feb. 2 in a video called “Clean Up.” 
Both artists dropped amazing verses in 
the song and even pulled out their own 
dance moves along with some talented 
back-up dancers throughout the Chi-
cago-shot music video. I had so much 
fun watching the video that it made me 
want to get up and dance even though I 
definitely can’t. 
MUSIC
MUSIC
» KATYLN TOLLY 
COPY EDITOR
» CHRIS SHUTTLESWORTH 
MULTIMEDIA REPORTER
NOW THAT’S
 WHAT I CALL 
MUSIC VOL. 57
MANSPREADERS
ON THE CTA
During my Red Line commute, I’ve 
noticed I try to make myself smaller 
and smaller while all the business-
men and frat bros from all the local 
colleges take up all the space they 
want on the CTA with their arms and 
legs. This often means them taking up 
two seats—maybe even more. Guys, 
this phenomenon of having no regard 
for train car crowds and how cramped 
everyone else is must end.
I liked a lot of things as a child, like 
Webkinz pets and the Disney Chan-
nel. I also liked the NOW series, but I 
think it should have kept its place in 
the past, with my other juvenile plea-
sures. Containing all the songs that 
you loved last week, NOW has proven 
that with 57 of them, some concepts 
do outstay their welcome, and it’s 
even sadder than dying too soon.
RANDOM
RANDOM
» SELENA COTTE 
COPY CHIEF
» MEGAN BENNETT 
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
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Outdated tampon tax 
must be eliminated
States nationwide offer tax exemptions for items that are deemed essentials. However, 
one item is not exempt that might 
cause about 50 percent of the popu-
lation an undue financial burden. 
Tampons, and other forms of menstrual 
protection, are treated as nonessential 
items and are taxed in 40 states, according 
to a June 3, 2015, article from Fusion.com.
Legislation introduced in Utah, 
California, New York and Virginia has 
sparked a national  conversation and 
movement toward abolishing what has 
been called the tampon tax, according 
a Jan. 29 article from CNN Money.
The fight to make these items tax 
exempt is not new. In 1989, a group of 
Throughout the last few months, Mayor Rahm Emanuel and the Chicago Police Department 
have faced great scrutiny, including an 
investigation of CPD by the U.S. Justice 
Department for the shootings of civilians 
by police officers and the system that 
allows these tragedies to be repeated.
Emanuel announced Jan. 28 that 
12,000 Chicago police officers and 911 
dispatchers will undergo eight hours 
of training on responding appropri-
ately in situations involving people 
with mental illnesses, according to 
a Jan. 29 Huffington Post article.
The CPD already has a Crisis 
Intervention Team that specifically 
women in Chicago challenged the city tax-
ing feminine hygiene products separately 
from the state. The Illinois Supreme Court 
ruled against the city’s tax, finding the 
products were necessities and the separate 
city sales tax for tampons was struck down, 
according to a 1990 summary of the case 
in the Loyola Consumer Law Review.
That puts Chicago women in the 
peculiar position of paying the state 
sales tax for menstrual products while 
getting a tax break at the local level. 
If Chicago found them to be essen-
tial, why can’t other states as well?
Even President Barack Obama seemed 
shocked to learn that these items are not 
exempt from state taxes during a Jan. 16 
interview with Ingrid Nilsen, a YouTube 
handles crime and the mentally ill, and 
Emanuel proposed that this team be 
increased from 1,890 to 2,800 officers, 
according to the Jan. 29 article.
Within the CPD, other city departments 
and society in general, there is a lack of 
empathy and understanding for those 
who suffer from mental illness. This 
training could increase awareness about 
mental illness, but it seems Emanuel is 
thinking too small and short-term. 
This training would be more effective if 
it were reoccurring and more in-depth. It is 
hard to imagine that one training session 
could change how officers, especially those 
who have been on the force dealing with 
these situations for a long time, will react 
star who makes lifestyle and beauty videos.
“I have no idea why states would 
tax these as luxury items. I think it is 
pretty sensible for women to work to 
get those taxes removed,” Obama said. 
While most people who discover the 
reality of the tampon tax share Obama’s 
view, others do not see it as a problem 
and some claim to see it as a hoax. 
In a Jan. 25 piece from The Washington 
Post, opinion writer Catherine Rampell 
said the name “tampon tax” is mislead-
ing because there is no tampon-specific 
tax —tampons and other feminine 
hygiene products just happen to be 
lumped in with all the other items that 
are not exempt from state taxes.
According to the CNN Money article, it 
could be difficult to exempt these items 
because state sales taxes and the exemp-
tions that are given are inconsistent and 
states get a lot of revenue from taxes like 
those on feminine hygiene products. 
While states do get revenue from 
taxes on feminine hygiene products, by 
exempting these items they may not 
lose out on that revenue completely. If 
people are not spending that extra 
money on these products every month, 
they will likely spend it elsewhere, 
during confrontations with the mentally ill. 
Last September, a 34-year-old man 
named James Anderson suffering from 
mental illness  was fatally shot by a police 
officer after his mother made a call to 
911.  Anderson had stopped taking his 
medication and was acting violently, 
according to a Jan. 28 ABC article.
After incidents with people who suf-
fer from mental illness, this training 
seems like an obvious course of action. 
When Emanuel announced the new 
training plan, he said: “We have to get to 
a place across the board—from police, fire, 
911 dispatchers, public health—where 
we’re dealing with mental health ill-
ness as a mental health illness issue 
not as a criminal issue,” according to 
a Jan. 28 Chicago Sun-Times article.
According to the Sun-Times article, 
Emanuel closed half of the city’s 12 
mental health clinics five years ago.
This training seems to be necessi-
tated by CPD’s lack of understanding 
probably on items taxed by the state.  
Some have tried to draw the comparison 
between condoms and feminine hygiene 
products, but that comparison is irrelevant 
in this argument. Condoms are avail-
able for free through organizations like 
Planned Parenthood and schools. Not only 
can you get condoms for free, but they are 
nonessential items. People do not have to 
have sex, but there is nothing women can 
do about a bodily function like a period.
The fact that these items are not exempt 
from taxes or considered essential items 
could be a simple oversight or targeted gen-
der discrimination, but either way it causes 
an unfair burden on people who get peri-
ods. It is arguably unfair that people have 
to pay for these products at all so the least 
that can be done is treating these items as 
essentials in the eyes of state sales tax. 
These items are subject to state taxes, 
which means that it is up to each state 
to decide if they are going to make these 
products exempt. Issues like gay marriage 
and marijuana legalization have seen 
changes catch on in one state and move 
throughout the country. Hopefully if leg-
islation passes in Utah, California, New 
York and Virginia, there will be a push 
for similar legislation in other states. 
or preparation for dealing with the 
mentally ill, but also by the reduction 
of mental health services in Chicago. 
Emanuel’s proposed training is only 
for CPD, but  his statement implies he 
might take more action in the future with 
other city departments, including the 
department of public health. Because 
Emanuel closed these clinics in the past 
and does not have the best track record 
with public and mental health services, 
it is important that he be held to this 
statement and continue to take steps to 
improve the city’s mental health services. 
This plan for CPD is a step in the right 
direction, but long overdue. Chicago 
and cities nationwide should be dealing 
with issues like mental health and police 
brutality proactively, not retroactively. 
It is sad that we see this step as a 
forced attempt to compensate for the 
many missteps that Emanuel and the 
CPD have recently made rather than a 
genuine step toward bettering Chicago.
editorial
New CPD training might 
be too little too late
editorial
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New York Times 
endorsement 
means nothing 
for Clinton 
On the surface, someone reading [Jennie] 
Fauls’ Letter to the Editor might be inclined 
to feel that [United Staff of Columbia 
College] has done something untoward 
in [its] rejection of the College’s merit pay 
proposal — certainly, that seems to be the 
way she feels. However, what Ms. Fauls fails 
to acknowledge is that the leadership of US 
of CC brought that proposal to a general 
membership meeting, and it was rejected 
across the board. US of CC is not some 
nameless enemy, locked in an unwinnable 
war against the administration. It is a col-
lective of hard-working, dedicated individ-
uals— that in many cases behave far more 
professionally than those they deal with—
who ask nothing more than for the College 
to recognize us in a fair, appropriate way 
that does not foster a system of cronyism.
Further, I resent Ms. Fauls’ implication 
that those who resist merit pay are doing 
so simply because we “prefer not to be 
judged on [our] skill and effort.” By all 
means, please do just that—in a way that’s 
truly fair. (If the College did, I think they’d 
find we’re all owed far more than they’re 
capable of spending.) Instead, Ms. Fauls 
seems to want to paint those opposed to 
this scheme as lacking ambition, a point 
belied by the fact that so many of us con-
tinue to work at Columbia at all—often far 
Dear Editor, 
Thanks to Kyra Senese (Columbia 
Chronicle, Editor’s Note, Feb. 1, 
2016) for highlighting the crisis in 
MAP (Monetary Award Program) 
funding for Illinois college students. 
More than 130,000 students 
across Illinois, including almost 
2,000 at Columbia, have been 
denied promised money due to 
Gov. [Bruce] Rauner’s refusal to 
sign a state budget.  Universities 
have begun to plan cuts in faculty 
and staff, and one, Chicago State 
University, faces closure in March. 
Rauner insists on attaching poison 
pill provisions to the budget which 
would, among other things, take 
away collective bargaining rights 
from teachers and other public 
employees.  These rights have been 
written into law for more than 30 
years, and the governor’s disagree-
ment with them is a poor reason 
to hold hostage MAP funds and 
many other programs the people 
of our state need and deserve. 
The Illinois Education Association 
and other unions have mobilized 
in excess of our hours, and often without 
seeking compensation; in spite of the 
cold-blooded and alarming way in which 
staff are fired; regardless of the elitist 
way that SOME faculty (and ALL admin) 
look down on us as lowly, uneducated 
subordinates worthy only of unjamming 
copy machines and making coffee; not-
withstanding those who wrongly assume 
that we uniformly support Dr. Kim [is] 
untenable, neoliberal vision for Columbia; 
in spite of highly placed nonunion staffers 
who publicly take credit for ideas that our 
members put forth; and on and on and on. 
Instead, many of us resist merit 
pay because we lack faith in the upper 
administration, and also because we fear 
those instances when those who do not 
understand what we do, or that play favor-
ites, will determine how we measure up 
merit-wise. (Unfortunately, I think we all 
know far too many people in managerial 
roles across the College that fit that bill.)
Finally, if Ms. Fauls is truly so unhappy 
with this situation, she should consider 
putting her efforts where her mouth 
is—join as a dues-paying member so that 
she can have her voice count, or show up 
at one or two of the planning meetings 
and offer her perspective first hand.
on behalf of students.  IEA has: 
1. Helped initiate and partic-
ipated in two coalitions: one a 
union coalition with IFT ([Illinois] 
Federation of Teachers); another 
broader coalition initiated by the 
University of Illinois [at] Chicago 
to invest in higher education.
2. Collected 15,000 postcards so 
far to send to Rauner and key legis-
lators urging them to Fund MAP
3. Held statewide press confer-
ences concerning funding, includ-
ing higher education and MAP.
4. Supported SB2403 and 
the equivalent House version 
requiring the release of MAP 
funding by the governor.
Teachers, staff and students 
must make our voices heard in 
Springfield, [Illinois] before it is 
too late to reverse the damage to 
higher education in Illinois.
For more information, visit Facebook.
com/FundOurFutureIllinois.
commentary
 mbennett@chroniclemail.com
» megan bennett    
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
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letter to the editor 
In response to the Editor’s Note on 
Monetary Award Program grants
In response to United Staff of 
Columbia College criticism
letter to the editor 
 
Brett E. King
Evening Office Manager, Department of Humanities, 
History & Social Sciences
 
Jim Nagle 
Adjunct professor, English Department 
Columbia Adjuncts United
As some political experts and voters may have expected, Hillary Clinton took home a 
victory Feb. 1 at the Iowa Caucus. Unex-
pectedly, she won by the slimmest of 
margins—49.9 percent to Democratic 
hopeful Bernie Sanders’ 49.6 percent. 
Just days before, The New York Times 
had announced its greatly anticipated 
endorsements for the presidential prima-
ries. Clinton went into the caucus with 
the Times’ support in tow, as she has for 
two Senate runs and her 2008 presiden-
tial campaign against Barack Obama.
“Mr. Sanders does not have the breadth 
of experience or policy ideas that Mrs. 
Clinton offers,” the Jan. 30 editorial 
stated. “His boldest proposals ... have 
earned him support among alienated 
middle-class voters and young people. But 
his plans for achieving them aren’t real-
istic, while Mrs. Clinton has very good, 
and achievable, proposals in both areas.”
With all that, it seems unlikely 
that the Times’ glowing support of 
Clinton played any role in her—barely—
defeating Sanders, nor will it mean 
anything in upcoming primaries.
As the two candidates prepare for major 
primaries including New Hampshire 
and South Carolina, neither of them 
seem likely to gain any advantage from 
high-profile endorsements. The influence 
of endorsements may be a thing of the 
past as people turn less and less to news 
organizations for trusted opinions.
There are several reasons the pref-
erences expressed by high-profile 
news organizations will likely be 
irrelevant during the 2016 presi-
dential primary process, especially 
for the Democratic nomination. 
Supporters of Sanders have over-
whelmingly been younger, according 
to several Quinnipiac University 
surveys throughout the last few cam-
paign months. These younger voters 
likely don’t turn to traditional media to 
sway their opinion in the age of social 
media and immediate peer feedback.
Newspaper endorsements are ineffec-
tive aside from just the younger crowds. 
According to a Pew Research Center sur-
vey of Americans ages 18 and older com-
pleted during the 2008 presidential elec-
tion, most people pay no attention to them.
Of the survey’s 1,000 participants, 
69 percent said an endorsement from 
their local newspaper made no impact 
on their vote while only 14 percent said 
it would impact their voting decision. 
Granted, the New York Times is not a 
local newspaper but its influence, like 
its circulation, is likely declining.
The close race between Clinton 
and Sanders reflects these findings.
Sanders’ supporters are standing 
strong with their candidate who 
beat mainstream expectations and 
is now a legitimate contender.
The key to his success, despite not 
getting an endorsement from what is 
arguably the country’s most influential 
print medium, could be his younger 
fan base intentionally disregarding 
conventional ideals or being unfazed 
by an editorial board’s opinions 
because of growing access to news and 
knowledge. Regardless of the reason, 
Sanders cannot be counted out as an 
underdog anymore, even when the 
establishment favors his opponent.
OPINIONS
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DAYS AFTER REJECTING the Board of Educa-
tion’s latest contract offer, more than 3,000 
members and supporters of the Chicago 
Teacher’s Union protested alleged “toxic 
swaps,” layoffs and budget cuts on Feb. 4.
According to a Feb. 2 email from CTU, 
the protest was sparked by Chicago Public 
Schools announcing the layoff of 1,000 or 
more educators, along with redirecting 7 
percent of CTU’s pay into pensions and 
directing anti-poverty program funds to 
general expenses.
At the protest, Karen Lewis, president of 
CTU, said to the crowd, “We have to make 
a choice in this city—the banks or schools.”
According to CTU documents, the city has 
lost about $1.2 billion from alleged “toxic 
swaps,” which CTU says could more than 
pay for salary increases, pension pickup and 
enforceable class sizes for the entire 4-year 
contract period.
Sixteen people were arrested at the protest 
on charges of civil disobedience for staging a 
sit-in at the Bank of America at 135 S. LaSalle 
St., which they say participated in alleged 
“toxic swaps,” according to a Feb. 4 press 
state of CPS as a “perpetual state of chaos.” 
She also called CPS’ leadership a revolving 
door and with many documented examples 
of mismanagement.
“Teachers are rightly refusing to accept 
cuts to the classroom and to services their 
students really need and deserve,” Hurley 
said. “Having fully and fairly funded schools 
should not be an option.”
She, like many at the protest, said the 
issues with CPS stem from the mayor and 
governor and she thinks both should step 
down from their positions.
“I would welcome either one of them resign-
ing for their inability to manage governing in 
a way that supports all citizens,” Hurley said.
The news of layoffs and budget cuts makes 
the future of some education students unclear. 
Camiah McNeal, a senior education major, 
has considered working in Chicago after she 
graduates, but does not know if the teachers 
who are being laid off will be replaced. 
“I know this is the field that I want to go 
in,[and] that I enjoy working with children,” 
McNeal said. “Unfortunately I can’t get paid 
on fun—I can’t pay my bills with fun.”
Hurley said whatever CTU does, “Chicago 
Jobs with Justice will be standing shoulder to 
shoulder in solidarity with the city’s teachers 
every step of the way.”
Fitzgerald said, overall, she wants what 
is best for the teachers and students of CPS.
“I just really hope people stand behind 
the teachers and understand the issues, 
because standing behind the teachers, they 
are standing behind the children of Chicago,” 
said Fitzgerald.
mbraid@chroniclemail.com
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CTU, supporters protest 
budget cuts, layoffs
release from CTU.
“[Mayor] Rahm [Emanuel] has money for 
the banks but not for our students,” said CPS 
teacher Sarah Chambers, who was arrested 
during the protest. “When it’s reached a point 
where teachers are occupying banks to make 
their voices heard, it shows that we need an 
elected school board.”
The protesting teachers were joined by a 
number of CPS students who supported their 
teachers in their protest.
“We should start taking a stand, and in 
reality we’re here for the teachers and an 
education quality that we all deserve,” said 
Evelyn Solis, a senior at Thomas Kelly High 
School, 4136 S. California Ave.
Solis, who participated in the protest, 
said her school has been cutting art and 
after-school programs along with laying 
off teachers.
In a Feb. 2 letter from CPS CEO Forrest 
Claypool to Lewis, Claypool said he was 
“disappointed” CTU had rejected the Jan. 
29 proposal and that he would implement 
actions such as laying off teachers, giving 
pay raises and reducing pension payments, 
and using anti-poverty funds for general 
expenses, which he said were necessary for 
the financial health of the district.
According to a Feb. 1 CTU press release, 
the union rejected the Board of Education’s 
latest offer because it did not address the 
long-term financial crisis. It also stated that 
educators are hesitant to trust the board’s 
offer because they say it has not identified 
existing revenue solutions.
Matthew Mata, a senior at Walter Payton 
College Prep, 1034 N. Wells St. whose mother 
is a CPS teacher, said because of large class 
sizes, his mother is not able to give students 
the attention they need, especially because 
teachers not only help them with school but 
also their home life.
“I don’t know what CPS is thinking,” 
Mata said. “I feel like teachers in gen-
eral in Chicago are not respected.”
Tricia Fitzgerald, a former teacher 
and mother of six children who 
attend CPS, said many schools offer 
bigger class sizes, less materials and 
frustrated teachers.
“The children who need more indi-
vidualized attention are not able to get 
it, children get more stressed, they get 
less teacher time,” Fitzgerald said. “The 
ones who need help the most aren’t get-
ting what they need.”
Susan Hurley, executive director 
for Chicago Jobs with Justice said 
most teachers would describe the current 
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The Chicago Teacher’s Union rallied 
throughout the South Loop Feb. 4, in 
response to budget cuts and layoffs.Karen Lewis, president  of CTU, spoke to the 
media during a rally in the Loop on Feb. 4. 
METRO Chicago Teachers Union protest latest budget cuts. ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia » 
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Arts program advocates slam 
CPS’ ‘modification’ plan
his master’s degree at the 
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine 
Arts in Philadelphia. 
Ruiz said he wants young peo-
ple to know that someone with his 
background can “make it” in the 
creative world.
“The arts teach kids to think 
outside the box,” Ruiz said. “If you 
take that away, you leave kids with-
out a way to express themselves.” 
 Ruiz said if AAP officials “value 
the arts, they’ll do everything they 
can to keep [the program] open.”
Miriam Socoloff, one of Ruiz’s 
instructors who also helped create 
the Advanced Arts Program in the 
1990s, said she could “never in a 
million years” understand why 
CPS plans to discontinue the AAP.
“A student from a pover-
ty-stricken neighborhood could 
come [to Gallery 37] and meet 
teens from around the city who 
have similar interests,” Socoloff 
said. “The program is integrated 
in terms of both socioeconomic 
and ethnic backgrounds.” 
Phil Parcellano, a former AAP 
student who currently teaches a 
photography course at AAP, called 
the decision “shortsighted.” He 
said the program’s new adminis-
tration is “more business-like” and 
“doesn’t have the understanding 
of the arts.”
“Sometimes, students don’t get 
support from family, especially 
when [there’s no] background 
in the arts,” Parcellano said. 
“Instructors are there to guide in 
ways that other adults can’t.”
In a Feb. 4 email to The 
Chronicle, CPS Deputy Press 
Secretary Andrew Mason said 
the District is “only evaluating 
potential options.”
For Socoloff, the strategy of not 
clarifying the program’s future 
offends the legacy of a project 
that has had “a major impact on 
the city.”
“This is one part of [CPS], a very 
lovely part of it,” Socoloff said. 
“There aren’t many things in [CPS] 
that kids love as much as this one.”
LAST MONTH, CHICAGO Public 
Schools laid off the director of the 
Advanced Arts Program at Gal-
lery 37 and told instructors that 
classes would not continue past 
the spring semester. 
In a statement to staff, CPS 
Director of Arts Evan Plummer 
backtracked, saying the announce-
ment was a result of “internal 
miscommunication.” Plummer 
said the district is only exploring 
“modifications” to the program to 
“extend its reach.” 
Marjorie Boyle, a visual arts 
instructor at AAP,  said she thinks 
expansion is not viable given CPS’ 
current financial struggles.
“[CPS is] going to undermine 
something that’s been proven 
to work,” Boyle said. “Students 
become leaders in the arts for their 
communities and schools.”
Boyle said the program is a 
“unique” space for creative public 
school students, many of whom 
cannot afford expensive, private 
arts programs in the city. She said 
despite the program’s success 
through the years, instructors 
have noticed decline and disin-
vestment over time by CPS.
“Over the last two years, we’ve 
been getting less money, less 
materials and software not being 
updated,” Boyle said. 
Back in 2000, with graduation 
looming, Mexico-born artist Juan 
Pablo Ruiz was considering what 
path to take after his studies at 
Lincoln Park High School. 
“I didn’t know if someone like 
me could go to college,” Ruiz said. 
“I knew I had talent in visual arts.” 
Ruiz was accepted into AAP, 
where he collaborated with 
instructors who helped nurture 
his talent toward a professional 
artistic path. He is completing 
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AAP students’ artwork can be purchased at Gallery 37’s storefront located 
at 66 E. Randolph St., the building it shares with After School Matters.
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STARTING AT $5.50
- Garden Citrus Soup
- Brown Rice Chicken Soup
- Thai Seafood Soup
- Spicy Beef Soup
STARTING AT $9
- Kung Bao
- General Tso
- Szechwan Style
- Red or Green Curry
Spicy Tuna - $5
California - $5
Caterpillar -  $11
Dragon -  $15
Godzilla -  $15
SOUPS 
ENTREES 
SUSHI
Try some of our 
popular dishes!
ALSO TRY OUR SISTER RESTAURANT, VORA AT 1028 N. CLARK ST.
WE DELIVER! EAT HEALTHY, STUDY WELL
Students receive 
10% OFF
614 S. Wabash (Across from Quincy Wong Center)
Open Monday-Sunday: 11am-11pm
Tel: 312-379-0970
www.tamarindsushi.com
CPD announces changes to  
accommodate people with mental illness
According to Doyle, the best CIT 
outcomes can only be achieved if 
the public works hand-in-hand 
with police departments to provide 
dispatchers with as much informa-
tion as possible.
According to the press release, 
in addition to the training for CPD 
officers and 911 operators, the 
Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications, Chicago 
Department of Public Health, CPD 
and the Chicago Fire Department 
will be working together to gather 
more information about the number 
of instances and types of responses 
related to mental health, in order to 
improve responses.
According to James, it is vital 
that the public be aware of the CIT 
program being offered.
“What’s so necessary about 
this wonderful resource, is the 
community needs to know that 
this resource exists,” James said. 
“There’s much more work to be 
done, but this is absolutely part of 
the solution. We think that these 
are very promising first steps.”
THE CITY OF Chicago has announced 
reforms for the Chicago Police 
Department that address the 
handling of situations involving 
people with mental illnesses. The 
reforms will include an expansion 
of the crisis intervention team 
training program, according to a 
Jan. 29 press release.
CPD will expand the number 
of officers fully certified in Crisis 
Intervention Team training by 
50 percent, from 1,890 to 2,800, 
according to the press release. It 
also states that CPD will continue 
its mandate for each district to have 
at least one CIT-certified officer on 
every watch.
In addition, CPD will require 
full CIT certification for all field 
trained officers, calling for eight 
hours of in-service training on 
mental health for all police officers, 
16 hours of training on de-escala-
tion and use-of-force tactics as well 
as additional training for 911 dis-
patchers and operators, according 
to the press release.
“The commitment by the city to 
expand the CIT training and two-
day training for all patrol officers 
is a very important and neces-
sary step toward changing police 
interactions with all residents,” 
said Alexa James, the executive 
director of the National Alliance on 
Mental Illness Chicago, in the press 
release. “CIT has been a success-
ful training program, but the city 
needed to invest more resources to 
expand and strengthen it.”
Patricia Doyle, the founder and 
president of Vision For Change, a 
customized mental health training 
awareness company, has been doing 
presentations for the first day of CIT 
throughout Northern Illinois and is 
familiar with CIT training.
“My experience in training the 
officers [is ] that they do want to do 
the right thing,” Doyle said. “The 
one thing people never really talk 
about, honestly, is that there is a 
role for the public to play, too.”
Mayor Rahm Emanuel announced CPD’s new initiatives for interacting with 
people with mental illnesses including more certified officers as well as more 
mandated mental health service training, according to a Jan. 29 press release.
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE'S BIKE SHOP
for all your biking needs & repairs
$50 to $200
gift cards
with bike
purchases
GET 25% off bike 
accessories 
WHEN YOU BRING 
YOUR student ID!
Florist helps 
refugees bloom
to wait four hours for them to get 
through customs,” said Steve Dyme, 
Flowers for Dreams’ co-founder 
and CEO.
Most of the people in a recent 
floral design class said they had 
been in the country for a few 
months and were looking for jobs 
in hospitality.
The afternoon training focused 
on basic floral skills: arranging a 
boutonnière, a tied bouquet and a 
vase of cut flowers.
There was no goofing off in this 
class. The students were focused 
and quiet as they worked on piecing 
their creations together.
“I’m feeling very happy to have the 
experience,” said Odette Osheli, 24. 
Osheli arrived in Chicago from 
Congo about five months ago with 
her husband and their two chil-
dren. She’s studying English and 
hospitality and enduring her first 
Midwest winter.
“In Africa we didn’t see the 
snow,” Osheli chuckled.
Osheli grew serious when asked 
why she left her home country.
“Here you can have a job and 
survive,” Osheli said. “There it’s 
not easy.”
Muna Mahmud, 26, arrived with 
her 7-year old daughter about four 
months ago after spending five 
years in Egypt as a refugee from her 
home country of Eritrea in Africa.
“I want to learn how to use flow-
ers,” said, Mahmud. “I love to give 
nice, beautiful flowers.”
SIX REFUGEE WOMEN stood in line 
holding round flower vases, wait-
ing to stuff foam inside and pour 
water over the top before filling 
them with greens and blooms.
The instructor, floral designer 
Natalie Pappas, wore a short-sleeve 
shirt spotted with sunflowers and 
explained how to fill the foam with 
silver-leafed dusty miller and shiny 
salal greenery to build a base for the 
tulips and ornamental kale to come.
The training was part of the West 
Town neighborhood floral shop 
Flowers for Dreams’ support for 
RefugeeOne, a 34-year old Uptown 
neighborhood organization that 
helps thousands of refugees each 
year from all over the world to accli-
mate to life in the Windy City.
With Valentine’s Day around the 
corner, “about every floral shop in 
the area will be hiring seasonal 
workers,” Pappas said. 
Many stores will need extra staff 
to prep vases with greenery.
“A lot of times that’s how people 
get into the floral industry,” Pappas 
said. “That’s how I started.”
Flowers for Dreams donates 25 
percent of profits to a local nonprofit 
each month, and RefugeeOne was 
its January recipient. Its support 
has grown from writing a check to 
offering the free design class to ask-
ing customers to sponsor bouquets 
welcoming refugee families when 
they arrive in Chicago.
In December 2015, staff met a 
Syrian family of seven at O’Hare 
International Airport.
“That’s one of the coolest things 
we’ve ever done, even if we had 
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Flowers for Dreams, a West Town floral shop, has partnered with charitable organization RefugeeOne to help refugees 
attend classes and better acclimate to Chicago.
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ESTEFANIA MARTINEZ, A legal assis-
tant at Gardiner Koch Weisberg & 
Wrona in Chicago, enjoys working 
out and knows the importance of 
staying hydrated.
When she and her childhood 
friend, Alejandra Rodriguez, a 
freshman journalism major 
at Columbia, heard about the 
lead contamination of Flint, 
Michigan’s drinking water, they 
decided to take action.
Martinez spoke with The 
Chronicle about her a nd 
Rodriguez’s plan to collaborate 
with their community and local 
high school to bring clean drinking 
water to Flint.
THE CHRONICLE: How did 
you hear about the water 
contamination crisis in Flint, 
Michigan?
ESTEFANIA MARTINEZ: We heard 
about it on the news and on our 
own we decided to collect [water]. 
We reached out to Hubbard High 
School [in Chicago], which is the 
high school we both went to.
What inspired you to want to 
bring clean water to Flint?
I’m really big on fitness and well-be-
ing. I drink water all day, every 
day, so I could just imagine what 
they are going through. One day 
Alejandra and I turned on the news, 
and we [thought] it was unfortu-
nate what was going on with Flint 
and [decided] let’s do something, we 
don’t know what, but let’s spread 
the word. 
How are you spreading the 
word about your efforts?
Social media—that’s been our 
biggest way of spreading the word. 
We made Facebook posts [on our 
personal pages] and had our friends 
share it on Instagram. We [also] 
have a good relationship with some 
of the staff [at Hubbard] so we 
reached out and said “Hey is there 
any way the students can become 
involved in this?” So we met with 
Estefania Martinez
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occupation: Legal Assistant
neighborhood: Southwest Side
them. The final decision was that 
every class is competing for an out-
of-uniform day, so the class that 
brings in the most gallons of water 
gets an out-of-uniform day. 
How many gallons of water 
have you collected so far?
[Rodriguez] has about 15 cases of 
water and I think there are about 38 
bottles in each case. I have another 
eight cases of 38 [Bottles] and I 
actually have $135 to purchase 
more water. We gave the option of 
either donating water or you can 
donate money. I offered to get the 
money and purchase the water 
and hand [the donors] the receipt 
to show them that we actually 
purchased it, which some people 
actually prefer. The two places that 
we’ve bought water from so far are 
Food 4 Less and Costco—I don’t 
want to just spend anywhere and 
I’m looking out for all the sales.
How are you transporting the 
water to Flint?
We haven’t gotten to finalize the 
transportation because we wanted opolony@chroniclemail.com
to see how much water we were 
going to collect. We thought it was 
just going to be our friends, family, 
and local businesses, but now that 
we have Hubbard on board I think 
we might have to get a U-Haul. 
What is it like to participate in 
an initiative like this?
It makes me feel like a good citi-
zen helping my community and 
I’m proud of that. I come from a 
working-class family, so this makes 
me feel like I’m actually making a 
difference. [As] someone that’s not 
really of a higher class or a higher 
power, I’m just trying to be a good 
example for my peers to show them 
that other people can make a dif-
ference and I hope they see me and 
think of other ways to help out. 
You call Flint your community, 
do you consider everyone to 
be part of one big community?
I do believe everybody in the United 
States is our community. If Flint 
[was] Chicago, we would want other 
people to help us as well. It’s just 
a matter of us being able to help. 
There’s some situations that we 
can’t help, [or] we can’t contribute 
to—things that are above our heads. 
This is one thing that we can actu-
ally help and make a difference.
» COURTESY ESTEFANIA MARTINEZ
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Martinez is collecting donations of ei-
ther cash or water until Feb. 12 to deliv-
er to Flint and she can be contacted at 
Hubbard2010@yahoo.com.
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